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Introduction
This collection of fiction and poetry has been compiled and edited by Birkbeck BA Creative
Writing students as part of our degree. Submissions were requested from all current BACW
students and we would like to thank everyone who submitted. We hope you will agree the
writing showcases the diversity of talent on the course.
Enjoy 44 Square!
The Editors
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Foreword for Fiction
Although there is no explicit theme connecting the fiction compiled in this year’s 44 Square, a
menace lurks in each of the stories and excerpts you’ll encounter here. The protagonists of
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these stories are under threat, be it from a troubled character in their vicinity, a malign
presence in their memory, or a slow disintegration of their mental health.
Jade Lacey’s ‘Jim and the Bunyip’ is a charming coming-of-age story, but it’s tinctured by
darkness and danger, as all good fairy tales should be. When the young narrator makes his
curious discovery, it’s not what we—or he—anticipates: ‘…not the shiny grey shell of the yabby
he was expecting, but a hard white human skull.’
‘P.O.E.T.S. Day’ by final year student, Chris Simpson, is a raw and moving portrait of a London
cabbie impelled to write verse as a coping mechanism for events in his childhood. ‘When I was
thirty-eight, my mother died. My father never took to drink. He became more magnanimous,’
we are warned. The story culminates in a bracing, memorable scene of confrontation where
the narrator tries to reconcile his past life with his present, his father’s sins with his own.
First year student Simon Jagger’s ‘Breaking Horses’ offers a stylised historical landscape in
which a sinister local farmer Billy Brogan intrudes on the life of a helpless girl. It is suffused
with brutal imagery: ‘The knackermen hook [the horses’] hinds up, hang them up all twisted;
it pours out of them like the sea. Then they butcher their bits into buckets, snap off their
snouts and saw off their hoofs.’
‘Emoji (Smiley Face)’ is a compassionate story by second year student Sophie Morgan. Its
narrator, Rose Proudfoot, is a girl who’s trying desperately to live a moral life according to the
tenets of her God, but she is lured towards a tragedy by a charismatic member of her church.
‘Jonah smelled of vodka and missed opportunities,’ Rose tells us, forebodingly; and we follow
her descent.
At first, the triangle of characters in Zoe Ann Ross’s novel-in-progress, Chrysalis, appear to be
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dislocated. But an ageing man’s role in a regime of torture in historical Brazil and the life of a
young writer in contemporary London are cinched together by a thread of magic realism.
In the excerpted chapter from her novel, Do You Know Marta?, Federica Lugaresi renders the
splintering of a

woman’s consciousness with a deft hand. The inner life of Miss Setti’s

character, as she navigates the doctors and their many tests, is tenderly revealed—an even
more remarkable feat when you consider that this author is writing in her second language.
This is a collection that demonstrates the range and diversity of the student voices on the BA
Creative Writing at Birkbeck. It provides an early glimpse of their talent and potential. More
than that, it shows a bravery of storytelling: none of these student writers have shrunk at the
prospect of exposing the darkest reaches of human life, and that’s an admirable sensibility for
all authors to possess.
Benjamin Wood, May 2016
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Foreword to Poetry
In ‘you see me like this’, the first poem by Olga Holin in this collection, voice is compared to
the fragile layers of a sand dune being ‘torn out of shape’ by the force of the wind. Moved by
this image, I’m inclined to see all the poems in this magazine as a series of sand dunes torn
out of or into shape. Language here is always caught up in some process of accumulation or
loss.
‘Stop resisting’ rings the refrain of Holin’s poem ‘Cold Stones’, as force enters the poem with
the authoritative voice of the law that presses one body to the floor while keeping another’s
mouth shut. In ‘Post Mortem’, a visual poem by Oscar Windsor-Smith, it is the dual forces of
solitude and critique that carve a body out of the poem itself, ambiguously and visually
figuring it as both a scalpel and a corpse. Does this poem want to cut or cure? The forces that
condition each of these poems are unique, but they recommend themselves for the attentive
and pervasive sense of care they show to the body and to its often violent encounters with the
world.
In fact, even when the poems seem playful they make sure to play seriously. I’m thinking here
about the wonderful sense of seduction that seeps through the singing rhymes of Leah Perry’s
ballad ‘What Happened at Ine-cho Bay’, or Lexi Delany’s eviscerating observations in
‘Businessmen Return to Hampstead’, where the lines ‘city boys are bores/ flashing flaccid/
winks that I ignore’ become a prelude to murder.
An idea of return is emblematic of a set of poems that are always trying to move us, or by
shocking take us somewhere new. This is particularly true of Christina Baum’s ‘Translating
Saudade’, the painful and elegiac poem that closes the collection. This poem takes us to the
very limit of what can be said and leaves us there.
In the pages to come you’ll find poems made of sand; even when they seem to have settled
they’re ready to sting your eyes.
Stephen Willey, May 2016
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Jade Lacey grew up in Melbourne, Australia, and draws on her memories of home as
inspiration. As a child, Jade loved the Aboriginal Dreamtime stories, kindling her
love of fiction and going on to inspire Jim and the Bunyip. Aside from working as a
legal cashier, she really enjoys her part-time degree in creative writing and spending
any spare time outside in the sun (on the rare occasion the sun is out).
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Jim ran as fast as his nine-year-old legs could carry him. Ducking between the towering gums
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

and kauri pines, the liquid warbling of the whips, bellbirds and currawong calls seemed to
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grow louder and pursued him through the forest as though they were spies, giving him away in
a melodic chain of Chinese whispers. As he ran, he kept his eyes on the path, looking out for
fallen branches, long curls of bark and rib-like roots protruding from the damp, decaying
leaves. His loud, crunching footsteps had the wallabies and bush-turkeys frightened, sending
them fleeing deeper into the rainforest, their quick, little bodies ploughing into the ferns and
bushes noisily. Jim's fear spiked at the sound of the rustling bushes, thinking he was being
chased.
Finally, Jim reached the familiar road that led home. He slowed to a walk, inhaling
large gulps of warm, sticky air. He looked back to see nothing but a long dirt track lined with
gum trees and the spindly, clawed hands of dried-out weeds. Nobody was following him, he
sighed with relief. It was the beginning of monsoon season, so it was hot and wet all the time.
He took off his baseball cap and examined the sweat marks. He wished his friends at school
could see them, they liked to compare whose hat had the biggest sweat marks after playing
sport. The bigger the sweat marks, the better you were at sport, they had concluded. Jim
placed his hat back on his wet, flattened orange hair and suddenly remembered that his mum
would be home soon. With a new fear rising, he picked up his pace and jogged towards the
little brown and green wood-panelled house, sitting on short, stout stilts. Jim saw his mum's
car in the driveway; he climbed the porch stairs gingerly and pushed on the door handle
slowly. The rusted door gave a small squeak and he eased it open just a crack. He peered in to
find his mother scrubbing at a pan with furious vigour. Her body shook as she scrubbed and he
winced when he saw her expression. The space between her eyebrows was puckered into a
fleshy valley of wrinkles and her eyebrows arched into angry arrows that pointed towards her
pursed lips. He was in trouble. He walked through the door, as prepared as he could be.
'What have you done? Get in here! You have been down the creek!'
Jim twisted his hips to avoid his mother's hand that came whooshing towards him, on
course to strike his backside with a sharp smack. He swivelled around to face her and backed
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through the kitchen so he could avoid the next one.
'Sorry, it'll dust right off once it's dried.'
'No it won't! They'd have you taken away if you went to school like that, looks like I
don't clean your clothes! And you have scrapes and cuts all down your knees. They will think I
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abuse you!'
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Jim knew that there was more of her tirade coming but for a brief moment, part of him
felt tired instead of scared — tired of this spiel. Recently, his mum was always on about him
being taken away, for one reason or another. What he didn't get was why she didn't worry so
much when his father knocked him about leaving large, fist-sized bruises down his arms and
legs. She didn't seem to worry that he could have been taken away when his teachers at
school enquired about the bruises, their faces skeptical when he told them they were from
football.
'They won't, Mum… I saw something d—'
'They're your only pair of school shorts! It's thirty-five degrees out there, you can't wear
your trousers, they'll think I can't take care of you. I'll have to send you to school in your
sister's old skirt!'
'Yeah, cos' that wouldn't be weird,' Jim added under his breath.
He had stopped backing away; his mother was so caught up in her rant that he didn't
think he had to worry about getting a smack anymore, as long as he stayed to listen.
'It's not safe to go down the creek alone; I've told you this so many times, Jim. I'm at my
wits' end with you. Why do you deliberately disobey me? You could slip, hit your head and
drown!'
As soon as she spoke these words a new surge of anger seemed to take hold and she
lunged towards Jim shouting, 'Take them off and put them in the bath to soak!' In three quick
strides she had caught hold of him before he had a chance to slip out of her way.
'Mum, wait, stop, stop! I can do it, mum. I'm not a baby!'
Jim's mother was now trying to undress him herself, she had wound her arm round his
torso and tugged at the shorts angrily.
'You think I have time for this? Since your father up and left us without so much as a
goodbye I'm doing it all! With this new job I'm driving almost three hours a day to get to work
and back and then I come home to making the dinner and clearing up after you. You need to
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grow up! You'll be ten in March, too old to be looking for turtles and trying to catch yabbies.
And, you're too young to be down at the creek by yourself, it's dangerous!'
'Well, which one, too old or too young? Make up your mind!' Jim managed to say
between gritted teeth as he twisted and jerked his body angrily against her strong yet soft
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

arms. 'Stop it Mum, you're pullin' down my underwear too! Stop, GET OFF!'
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With one last jolt, Jim struggled free, his face flushed an angry red so his freckles were
no longer visible on his cheeks. Jim and his mother stood staring at each other for a moment.
Jim then pushed down his school shorts with an angry shove, while glaring at his mother
defiantly. He kicked them off and stomped towards the bathroom, intermittently booting the
small pile of muddy school shorts across the floor.
Once Jim had scrubbed most of the mud and moss from his shorts, he pegged them up
on the porch and hoped it wouldn't rain that night. He did not want to wear a skirt tomorrow.
He would just have to wear his football shorts. He liked that idea.
His mum called him for dinner, reminding him of what had happened that afternoon.
'Eat up Jimmy, pushing it around the plate isn't going to make it taste better… Enough
sulking, did you get any homework?'
Jim gave a slight shake of his head, and thought to himself that he'd have to do it on
the bus.
'No? Remind me to clean your knees up after dinner, how did it happen anyway?'
'You don't care,' muttered Jim, although he desperately wanted to tell her.
'I do, I worry about you, and with your sister off at uni I worry about you on your own, I
want to trust you.'
Jim stared down at his food, unresponsive.
'I know it's an adjustment without your father around and that you're trying to fill a hole
by going down the creek like you both used to do, but sometimes little boys have to grow up
before their time. I know it's not fair but it's just the way life is for some of us, I need you to
do this for me.'
Jim's father never took him down the creek. Maybe when he was a lot younger. His
mother annoyed him like that; for some reason she didn't see the man everyone else did. Jim
thought back to when his father lost his job. He had always been a drinker but after he lost his
job, it got worse. He was rarely home but when he was, he was violent and abusive. Jim went
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down the creek to get away. Jim hadn't been told how his father had lost his job although he
knew from overhearing his parents talking with Peter James, his parents' old employer. Peter
James had the neighbouring land and had built six canopy tree houses and rented them out as
luxury accommodation. Jim's mother had been their receptionist and cleaner. She took
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bookings, welcomed the guests, washed all the linen and towels and cleaned up after guests
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checked out. Jim's dad maintained the surrounding rainforest, shooting any feral cats and dogs
that threatened the natural wildlife, cutting back the poisonous plants and clearing the
walking tracks of fallen branches.
The day his father lost his job was six months ago. Jim remembered because it was the
week of their football semi-finals. Jim was practicing his long distance kicks out the back. He'd
kick the ball one way, race after it and kick it back. The oval shape of the ball sent it
bouncing and tumbling in unpredictable directions. This was all part of the training until it had
rolled underneath the house. Jim jumped up and down heavily and stomped on the spot a few
times to scare any snakes out from underneath the house, then, getting on his belly, Jim
shimmied his way under in pursuit of his football. On finding the ball, he scooped it under one
arm and began wriggling his way out when a dirty white ute pulled up in the driveway. Jim
stopped to see who it was and Peter James came marching towards their house, shouting for
Jim's father to come out and face him. Peter's stomping up the wooden steps echoed
underneath the house where Jim lay quietly. Instead of knocking, Peter James shook the
metal fly wire door noisily until it was opened and both Jim's parents emerged.
'What's going on Pete?' Jim's mother asked, her voice shaking and quiet.
'What's going on? Your bloody alcho' of a husband shot at, and almost killed one of my
guests! What on earth were you thinking?' He yelled, turning his attention on Jim's father.
'You're meant to talk to the guests before you go out shootin'! And I'm surprised at you, Susan,
you're meant to be on top of things!'
'I- I don't know what you're talking about.' Jim could tell she was about to cry, he
couldn't see her but he knew that voice well.
'Look, Pete, I'm sorry mate. I didn't see 'em there, I missed the cat… I'm sorry.' Jim's
father's words dribbled out of his mouth in a slur.
'Missed her by an inch! There's a bullet hole in her backpack for proof! There's no
getting out of this one. You have ruined our reputation! You're going to have to pay for this, so
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get yourself cleaned up, mate!'
There was a long pause. Jim could only hear his mother's soft whimpering.
'Why didn't you go through protocol like you were supposed to? You were off your face,
that's why!' There was another pause. 'You're a bloody no-good drunk and I'm an idiot for
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keeping you on like this. I felt bad for ya' family, so I let ya' be. Now I've got to try and talk
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them out of calling the coppas', if they do, this one's on you, mate!'
'Hold on a moment, Pete, I've got a kid to think about—'
'You should have thought about that before you got boozed up and came on to my land
with a gun! I don't want to see you on my land again… Susan, I'm sorry but I just can't keep you
on either, not after this.' Then Peter got in his ute and left, the dirt spraying out from
underneath the spinning wheels as he tore up the driveway, the engine issuing a final warning
in a laboured roar. The dirt settled and as dusk descended, the koels began their mournful
song.
Jim stayed under the house until he couldn't listen to his mother's cries any longer.
*
Jim pulled himself back to the present and replied sheepishly, 'I was down the creek. I was
trying to catch some yabbies, it's the best time for it and Josh said he'd meet me there but he
didn't show. Anyway, I was getting ready to go, when I looked up and thought I saw something
further down the creek so I went to check it out. When I got closer, I saw it was a Bunyip!' Jim
looked up at his mother earnestly, his eyes wide. 'I was scared; it was hiding in the water
under the overhanging fishing rock on the James's side of the creek. I saw it move so I got
scared, I ran and tripped over some rocks, that's why my shorts got dirty. I'm usually really
careful not to dirty them, it's just… I was scared.'
'Bunyip?' His mother replied smiling, the look on her little boy's face dissolving her
anger.
'Yeah, it was covered in green and brown hair, all over! It had a long feathered tail! It
was huge, with long arms and legs and bright fiery eyes. I saw it, I swear.'
Jim's mother frowned in thought. 'Well, I seriously doubt that it was a Bunyip, but just
to be safe, I think you should avoid the creek, a Bunyip's favourite meal is children! Right,
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help me with the dishes, darling, and then I'll sort your knees out.'
'What if it comes to get me?' Jim replied incredulously. 'Shouldn't we do something?'
'Okay, how about this, we'll get up early on Saturday morning and go down the creek
together, we can go feed the ducks and turtles and I'll tell the Bunyip to leave you alone,
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unless you go down there alone, of course. If you go alone again, I'll tell him that he's allowed
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to eat you! Okay?'
'Mmm, okay.' He knew his mother wouldn't do that but liked the idea of going down to
the creek with her prove to her that the Bunyip was there, then they could ask Peter James to
shoot it.
'Better lock the doors and windows tonight though, mum. Just in case.'
*
That night, Jim dreamt about the Bunyip. He was down the creek with his net, fishing for
yabbies. He sank the long net into the water and waited. Almost no time had passed when he
felt a tug. He heaved out the net. All he could see was mud and reeds at first so he shuffled
the pole toward him. Carefully, between two fingers, he stripped away the grass and reeds.
He had gotten a couple of yabby pinches before and feared another. As each piece pulled
away, fear made his skin prickle. It was not the shiny grey shell of the yabby he was expecting
but a hard white human skull. The jaw hung open in a grin and the large round holes for eyes
were a bottomless black that looked through him. Jim staggered to his feet and saw the
Bunyip standing on the other side of the creek. Jim tried to call out, tried to move, but
couldn't. The Bunyip just stared across at him, unmoving. Its long brown and green shaggy hair
hung from his whole body and dripped with mud that glistened in the almost blinding glare of
the sun. He sat upright on thick, strong hind legs and his long arms hung to the ground. At the
end of each long arm were webbed hands with talons, sharp and curved like fishing hooks. The
Bunyip's ears were long like a rabbit's and draped down to an elongated jaw lined with needlelike fishbone teeth. A gurgling snarl came from a long snout, and Jim looked into the orange
reptilian eyes. He turned to run and found mother standing behind him.
'Darling, I told you not to go down the creek, didn't I?'
'Mum, help me!' he barely managed through the large lump that had formed in his
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throat. 'Quick, let's get out of here.'
'No, Jimmy. I made a deal with the Bunyip, remember? He gets to eat you,' she said
with a sad smile. 'You weren't meant to come back down the creek on your own. It's only fair.
He can't help that he is this way, he doesn't mean it. He has got to eat, though. Try to
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

understand.'
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'You're taking his side?' Jim replied between heavy sobs, he wasn't scared anymore, he
was sad and hurt.
*
Jim woke with a start, gasping for air. He pulled himself out of bed and in an effort to leave
the dream behind, he checked the time. It was just after two in the morning. The rain was
falling hard against his window and the possums were hissing loudly at each other from within
the bows of the roof. Jim quietly padded down the hallway to the toilet. Whilst in the toilet
he remembered his shorts hanging on the porch so he walked into the kitchen to peer out the
window and calculate how quickly he could get out and in so the Bunyip wouldn't catch him.
Instead, he saw his mum sitting at the kitchen table with a cup of tea, wrapped in her faded
pink dressing gown that smelt of the strange, yet comforting mix of milk and roses. Her eyes
were red and swollen from crying.
'Got your shorts in, baby,' she said.
'Thanks. What's wrong?' He knew what was wrong.
'Couldn't sleep, missing your father. I suppose that's why you're up too?’
'No, needed to pee.' Jim contemplated telling his mum that he didn't miss his father,
not at all. In fact he thought they were better off without him, but instead he pulled a chair
closer to her and nuzzled deep into the old dressing gown, inhaling its scent and pressing
himself into her plump, warm body. And, like before, her arm wrapped around him but this
time he felt himself relax and felt the pleasant pull of a safe sleep.
*
The next morning Jim woke to find himself in his mother's bed. She had already gotten up for
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work.
'Morning sweetheart, get ready for school now. Come on, be happy it's Friday.' Jim
groaned. He was in such a deep sleep that he felt a pang of injustice at having to get up so
early.
'Why am I in your bed?'
'You fell asleep at the table, it was just easier to carry you in here, and you're not so
light anymore. Besides it was nice to have a cuddle from you, you're such an independent
little thing.'
Jim was embarrassed at sleeping in his mum's bed. 'Don't say anything to Josh's mum,
will you?'
'I won't. Well, I better go, have a good day, Jimmy. Could you do some washing when
you get in?' she called before shutting the front door behind her.
He climbed out of his father's side of the bed and thought about how much she missed
his father. He couldn't understand it. His sister, Janine, had been away at university in
Melbourne for two years now. He never heard from her, no one did. She came back at
Christmas for a couple of days then left again. He did miss her but knew why she didn't come
back. Jim's father had a particular disliking for Janine as she wasn't his. She was bullied by him
daily while their mother came up with new and more inventive excuses for his behaviour. Even
though Janine knew that Jim's dad had left, she still didn't visit or call. Jim supposed that it
was because he was still part of his father and looked a lot like him. He was even named after
him and maybe she wouldn't want to be around him because of that. He hated having his
father's bright orange hair. The only reason he escaped the bullying at school was because he
was so good at football and sport in general. The other ranga wasn't so lucky.
Jim was popular at school, so he liked it. When his father left, his friends asked him
over a lot which made life better. He was happy but as Jim's happiness grew his mother's
diminished. Jim sometimes thought that their family was like a little machine that would
never work, no matter how you changed the dynamics, cogs and gears. He knew the cause,
the piece that kept them broken even once it was removed — his father.
*
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Jim's day at school was good, he did his homework on the bus with the help of his friends and
they played football at lunch, where Jim scored two out of the five goals. On the way home he
told his friends of the Bunyip, the close escape and how his mother had asked him to go down
to the creek on Saturday and shoot it with his father's gun. Some of the kids didn't believe him
but that didn't matter, it made the long bus ride home fun as they came up with wild ways of
catching a Bunyip. Warren, who had been out tracking with his dad, gave Jim some drawings
on how to set up rabbit traps, and explained that he'd just need rope and to make it a little
bigger to trap the Bunyip.
Jim was one of the last drop-offs. He skipped off the bus and ran into his father's shed.
There were empty bottles scattered all over the floor, it smelt strongly of urine and something
sour. There was an old, stained mattress in the corner. Jim hoped that his father hadn't been
living here all along, the idea frightened him more than the Bunyip but looking at the dust and
webs that had gathered, it didn't look like it. Jim picked his way through the bottles toward
the shelf where his father had kept the gun. It was gone, there was no rope either.
Jim cursed his father out loud, enjoying the freedom of it. 'Dickhead!' he said another
three times over. It felt really good. He slammed the shed door leaving the filth and memories
behind him. His mother wouldn't be home until 7:15pm, so he decided to pay Peter James a
visit since he wasn't going to be able to take care of the Bunyip himself. It was a twentyminute bike ride so he got his frozen water bottle out of the freezer and threw it in his
backpack along with a Vegemite sandwich and made his way over.
*
Jim knocked on the reception door even though it had a closed sign and there were no lights
on inside. He called out for Peter and didn't get an answer. He turned and scanned the gravel
driveway. No cars or dogs lazily ambling by. The large garage that was converted into the
stock room and laundry was locked with a padlock. Jim looked at the surrounding rainforest,
the worn pathways where tourists began their walks had grown over and Jim got a chill.
The Bunyip! Had the Bunyip gotten Peter James and the guests too?
For the second time that week Jim turned and ran for his life. He got on his bike and
pedalled as fast as he could, the heavens opened and it began to pour.
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That night he didn't tell his mother, he knew she would be annoyed at him for going out
on his own but he didn't know what to do about the next day.
*
After a night of broken sleep, Jim woke with a start, the overhead screeching of cockatoos
alerting him that it was Saturday morning. Jim's mother called him for breakfast.
'Why are you so quiet, Jimmy, I thought you were looking forward to our morning
together?'
'Mum, I don't think it's safe down there, let's not go.'
'Oh, come on, it will be fine. Bunyips don't like adults.' She smiled wide and her eyes
creased at the sides, Jim hadn't seen that smile on her before but liked it, and let himself
trust her.
As they walked, the morning sun shone warmly on their necks and faces, the cool air
filled their lungs and they chatted happily all the way down to the creek. As they neared the
water's edge, Jim clasped his mother's hand. She looked down at him fondly and squeezed his
hand in return. Jim's eyes scanned the creek and spotted the Bunyip he'd seen a couple of days
earlier.
'There,' he said pointing.
Jim's mum let his hand go.
He grabbed at her, frightened. 'D-don't let me go mummy…'
'No! James! Not my James!' Jim's mother wailed. She ran to the water's edge and began
wading through the water, towards the bobbing Bunyip. The current had pushed back some of
the green and brown hair revealing a shock of bright orange fluff. The Bunyip's feathery tail
had drifted away from the body settling next to the bank. It was caught on the bony,
protruding roots of a river tree. Jim's mother was up to her chest in water. She tugged at the
Bunyip desperately. Slowly, more hair pulled away from the Bunyip and floated away as grass
and reeds, revealing a man.
Jim's mother turned towards her son, her face wet and twisted in agony, 'Get out of
here, Jim! Get away, get someone, go home, call the police! NOW!'
Jim ran as fast as his nine-year-old legs could carry him.
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Olga Patricia Holin was born in 1981 in London, but grew up in France, Germany and
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you see me like this
an eagle
distant
above
detached
shrieking
searching for a hook
that will dive me back in
indifferent
unkind
but my gentleness aches
threatening to erupt
like a hiccup
you see through me
you fail
in perceiving
my layers
like dunes in the wind
moving
so fragile
being torn out of shape
do you see me
this broken-boned creature
pulling her wings
in an attempt to untangle
her freshly spun
feathers
will you see me
perceive me
feel me inside of your stomach
under your rib cage
slowly expanding and filling the space
until i fit
on top of you
on top of your mouth
leaning against your touch
leaning against your thoughts
and your eyes trying to measure the depth
of my eyes like a hole in the ocean that tightens
without the light of the sun
until all you can see is
a small spot of dark the mourning for the day that got lost
inside of your heart
or was it just me
i thought that you fit
inside me
behind me
23

on top
in my mouth
in my thoughts
i must have been lost
or lost was my mind
i’ve gone back now
home to the skies.
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Cold Stones
a homeless man
at a tube station
held by four police officers,
one of them a woman.
‘stop resisting’ she says
they push him against
the wall but they can’t
hold him so they press him
to the ground
‘stop resisting’
the man still fighting
on the dirty tiles
he lifts his head
like a horse that is about to die
his eyes blue wide sharp
‘stop resisting!’
the body stiff
enraged
electrocuted
the ice behind his eyes
melts into seawater
this jungle of stone and piss
is not his home
‘stop resisting, ya’ old fool’
four men against one
the crowd around them
repelled by the invisible line
of their uniforms
does nothing
I do nothing
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Mr Disturbance
beside him lay the handle
wooden
undisturbed
hours after he had grabbed it
the door unopened
not like his mouth
his body
woven out of steel
had fallen to the ground
and the pale blue of his skin
blurred with the carpet
his black hair
was covered in sweat
and blood
had fled
his nose and ears
his legs were crossed
the left
gently resting
on the right knee
balancing the weight
like a drifting
kite
it had been eight hours
eight hours of
clenched fists
and teeth
the body now stiffened
unmovable
she stood over him
her lipstick in her hand
a small mirror
dropped
reflecting the ceiling
like a white flag
ignored,
shattered
he had been
- nothing
nothing to mention in a speech
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nothing to note
or to come home to
nothing to cheer
or to punish
to absorb oneself with
nothing to risk
to live or
die for
and yet his image
now discoloured
played in front of her like
an old movie
with old songs
and flickering frames
she pictured
him
on that night
last summer
by the sea
sleeping
hit by the moonlight
his skin then too
had been pale
blue
but he had looked
like stone
not like a corpse
not
dead
there had been no music
just the waves
breaking
interrupting
her thoughts
like a lullaby
and she had walked away
left him and their life
left him
wrapped up
in his cosy secret
she only knew now they had never really spoken
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Any other Friday would’ve been a good one to be a cabby in the city. But, it was my son’s
birthday and I couldn’t take full advantage of P.O.E.T.S day. Piss. Off. Early. Tomorrow’s.
Saturday. The city workers obsessed about it like a nymphomaniac nun over a delivery of fresh
carrots. They would down their tools (spreadsheets and calculators), throw jackets over their
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entitled shoulders and fuck off down the pub for a pint before a line of nose candy in the bogs.
Then they’d stagger to me in my Hackney carriage, wanting to be ferried round, talking at me as
if I didn’t know how to wipe my arse. I never told them how well my brain could process ‘the
knowledge’ or that I could recite poetry all the way from Chingford to Northolt and back again.
But in all those years I never uttered: The mind is in its own place, and in itself / Can make a
Heav’n of Hell, a Hell of Heav’n / What matter where, if I still be the same. Then again I didn’t
say, There once was a fellow O’Doole / Who found little red spots on his tool / His Doctor a
cynic / said Get out of me clinic / And wipe off that lipstick you fool because I was a driver, not
a entertainer nor a philosopher. I was there to get them from a to b. That was it.
I’d been drinking since I got in the cab at nine. That was how things were: have a nip
before turning the key. From Walthamstow to Fleet Street that day took an hour and a half in
traffic. It was best to be zen about it and let only thoughts of Basho and calm haikus make their
way in: A snowy morning— / by myself, / chewing on dried salmon. Without dried salmon on the
Seven Sisters Road I had to make do with a top-up from my hip flask, engraved: The road to
excess leads to the palace of wisdom (that’s Blake, that is). My mind was all over the shop. As
well as my son’s birthday I had to visit my father whose birthday was on Sunday but I could, and
would, only see him that Friday. I also had to pick up the cake that I was told was in the shape of
a dinosaur. Ben had turned three and before I left I wiped his nose, made his breakfast and
tickled him. It was all done with a thick head. My wife, Chloe, was up, making the house
beautiful for her family and the party we’d be having. She’s younger than me. Fifteen years
younger. I was a year shy from half a century then and most days I felt like a tortoise crawling
through tar. Chloe’s dad, Stevie, was five years older than me but he looked younger. In family
photos I look like his big, irresponsible, brother. With his own business (a butchers in the village)
he drove a Merc, played golf during the week and had a season ticket for Arsenal. He offered me
a job after Ben was born. I told him I was happy being Falstaff behind the wheel. He told me not
to be a prick.
Getting near to Finsbury Park the traffic was thinning out. I put the hip flask away but
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didn’t bother turning the service light on. A line came to me about my mind: my mind is
forever trying to lasso a dog, bat, wasp! I had a folder, under our bed, of lines written on
dissected beermats, ripped fag packets, old receipts and faded sheets of paper from the
dashboard notepad. There was something approaching poetry in that folder and the lasso line
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would go in.
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Feeling better, I put the service light on but no one stuck out their hand. As the cab
creeped towards Holloway the hip flask was back in my clutch, the liquid making its way down
my throat.
Growing up, Sundays were never good.
My parents argued at home and their twelve-round fight was always on a Sunday
(Saturdays were reserved for playing cribbage with their church friends, Judy and Ted). They
weren’t alcoholics. Neither of them drank anything harder than the red wine, the blood of
Christ, which they only took once a week on Sunday mornings. We wouldn’t eat before church.
Instead, we’d get there early and wait for the cold dreaded spectacle to begin: the songs and
prayers always sombre.
After church, we’d go to a local caff and eat. We’d eat a lot. My parents ate a lot to
give them strength to fight later. I would eat a full English with extra fried bread thinking that
this was my first and last meal of the day: my parents would be too busy to cook when they
were fighting. As far as I know they never hit one another except with their words, the volume
of which, the incessancy of it, was more than enough. In their distance from me I’d stay in my
room (more cell than sanctuary), their shouting beginning from the moment the front door
closed until the bed springs creaked once and settled. We were in the same house but they
became unattended objects: simple, empty, vases.
When I was confirmed, I started to go to church on Saturdays for confession. Confession
was at ten. I would be there by nine. I kept going until I was eighteen, when the pub replaced
the church: The Prince of Wales succeeded The Immaculate Heart of Mary.
While giving up the church was easy, the library was forever sacrosanct.
I only went to the library, the first time, because the thought of going home after
confession was too depressing. Like the church, it never seemed a place where I would find
salvation — just rest. Unlike the church, it saved me. At school the teachers would make us
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take it in turns to read aloud some Shakespeare, a bit of Dickens and a flicker of Blake, and so
badly would we all read that Cockney versifier it’s still a shock how I later found myself
searching through poetry titles in the library. If I’d walked left instead of right and found
myself looking at books on accounting, would I be any happier? If my mind could process
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calculations, dividends and speculations would I have been drinking in a cab on my son’s
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birthday? But it was right I turned and what I’ve taken away is a lifetime of verse: sestets,
enjambments, zeugmas and all. Through my childhood, I curled close to the wall in my
bedroom to read poetry at night, after the house grew still.
When I was thirty-eight, my mother died. My father never took to drink. He became
more magnanimous.
After Ben was born I visited my father (I would never have him over our threshold) only
at Christmas and then on Ben’s third birthday. We had two Christmases together where I
showed off my wife and son before I hit the drink, carving the turkey with a shaky hand.
‘Don’t drink too much,’ my father said the second Christmas. ‘Don’t want any accidents
round here.’ He winked at Chloe. He waved at Ben.
‘You saying Ben was an accident?’ I said. ‘Is that what you’re saying?’
‘I’ve been looking forward to this turkey,’ Chloe said.
‘You still go to church every Saturday morning?’
I placed turkey on Chloe’s plate. ‘Haven’t been for years.’
He smiled. ‘A man needs his Christ.’
‘And I’ve got it.’ I smiled at Chloe and Ben. A big, honest, drunken smile.
‘You’ve got a cross. One mighty, big cross,’ he said and took a sip of water. 'Thank God
though that you’ve got Chloe and Ben. A beautiful wife and son. That’ll help put you steady.
In the end, that’s what’ll do it.’
At Whitefriars Street, I parked behind the rest of my comrades. Around the corner, on Fleet
Street, was a semi-local of mine, The Punch Tavern where both the hobo and the gent drank.
In the glovebox was some Dylan Thomas, Anne Finch and Seamus Heaney. Looking forward, I
resisted taking one of them out. With a dry mouth I thought only of the pub. In the toilet
stalls, amongst the doodles of cocks and scribblings of phone numbers were a few lines of
poetry I’d written there the week before: For all the crimes I have done / Having a number
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two on the floor here was one. They did good beer, but it was too early to get started in
earnest. Once you get on that train it’s difficult to disembark: a blessing and a curse. I got
out, stretched before taking out my packet of cigarettes and sparking up. Drawing in the
smoke I was free, for a moment. The cab at the start of the queue moved forward. My
associates followed. Fag in mouth, I got behind the wheel, started up and pulled forward.
‘You can’t smoke in your workplace,’ a thick set man in a grey suit said to me from the
pavement.
I popped my head out the window. ‘Who the fuck are you?’
He stopped. ‘What’s your license number?’
‘Let’s have a look… 9-8-7-go fuck yourself!’
‘What did you say?’
‘I’m trying to smoke in peace, you arsehole. Give me a fucking break.’
‘I asked you, “What’s your license number?”’
I sighed, started up again and drove off, circled the block and got back in the queue
that had grown by two cabs. I should’ve been a labourer. I should’ve taken that butchers job. I
should’ve walked into the economics section of the library (330 not 821). But there I was,
tired, confused and still thinking of poetry; thoughts that tried to iron out the creases of other
thoughts. I wrote on the pad: silly fucking grey twat. I crossed it out. Started again: like a
stream of piss up against the wall / ultimately / you keep flowing back to me.
In bed, the night before, as Chloe and I made the beast with two backs (there’s some Othello
for you), I stopped.
‘What’s wrong?’ she said.
‘I don’t know if there’s a home that’ll take him.’
‘Who?’
‘My father.’
I moved off of Chloe and lay beside her. My hand rested on her stomach.
‘It’s okay. We’ll find somewhere for him,’ she said.
‘Not near here we won’t.’
‘Doesn’t have to be. But, I don’t think he should stay in Kilburn.’
‘It’s as good a place as any,’ I said, breathing in and out, feeling old. ‘Far enough too.’
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Chloe got out of bed to go to the toilet. Since Ben was born she wanted me to see more
of my father. I never thought that’d be the case, given how she used to call him the “teetotal
drunk” after they first met. Funny how children change your perceptions, making a cynic
optimistic, an optimist cynical, driving one man to action and another into retirement. Chloe
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got to like the old man, to feel sorry for him, but I only turned further away.
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I was the kind of dad who loved to change nappies and get on the floor and play with
his boy, a boy who would not see the man before him suddenly shout, would not see him use
clever words against his mother. No. This was to be a boy who was well looked after, a boy
without want. But each time I played with my son, the voice of my father rose and I grew to
hate it more. My father became a mirror that needed to be covered.
‘You’ll have to look after him—’ Chloe started, coming back to bed.
‘Who?’
‘Your dad.’
‘Right.’
‘You’re the only one who can.’
When Chloe went back to sleep I went into the kitchen for a drink. In the dining room
there were photos of our son, of us, of the life which always seemed too miraculous.
Back in the cab, my thoughts were still on The Punch Tavern. I couldn’t visit him
without a beer. Just one.
Old men usually only wear suits to preserve a bit of dignity. As their bodies begin to fail and
whither, men need suits to feel human. When bowel movements start creeping out with no
notice at the speed of a cat’s paw stretching towards a sunbeam, when tired arthritic joints
hold up a body of flesh that resembles more a scrotum than a person, when skin tags and liver
spots pollute that skin, then the last vestige of nobility is the suit. My father’s never been out
of a suit. How he managed to shag my mother, which he must have done at least the once,
who knows? I never even saw him in trunks. Did he know how to swim? On the few holidays
they had before my mother died, they’d go to Malta (to visit the churches) and under that
Mediterranean sun he’d still be in his suit. That’s what I was looking at when I finally got to
Kilburn, a photo frame atop the fireplace of him and my mother standing outside the Parish
Church of Jesus of Nazareth in Silema. Neither of my parents smile in the photo. A guest may
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think it’s because of the sun in their eyes.
‘Black coffee for the tired worker,’ my father said, placing the cup in front of me.
‘Drink it down, let it do its work.’
I looked up at him. He was meek and mild. ‘You not having anything?’
‘I’ve got my water.’ He turned and made his way slowly to his brown corduroy armchair
with white doilies on the arms. He got into it with a heavy sigh. This man never admitted to
anything until his body told him he had to. ‘It’s too late in the day to put caffeine in my
body.’
‘It’s three o’clock.’
‘Exactly.’
The present I brought round, aftershave, was left unopened on the kitchen counter.
Apart from the sipping of my coffee the only other sound was distant traffic. There was a
storage cupboard against the main wall which held hundreds of records, classical mostly.
Rarely were they played, only there to be spun on those rare days when an argument finished
before bedtime: lullabies that sent the prizefighters to sleep. There was no TV. Anyone would
think we were intellectuals but apart from the Bible and some Readers Digest abridged
collections, we had no books. I stared at the photo above the fireplace as I drank my coffee
wondering how he spent his time in old age.
‘What did you get him?’ my father said.
‘Sorry?’
He tutted. ‘What did you get your son?’
‘He likes cars, so I got him a wooden bus.’
‘That’s not a car.’
‘I know.’
‘It’s a bus.’
‘I know.’
‘You can get nearly a hundred people on a bus. Maximum five to seven in a car. Big
difference.’
‘He won’t know.’
‘He’s three, not thick.’
‘I know.’
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‘So, when are we leaving?
I sipped some coffee. ‘What?’
‘To go to the party.’
‘It’s a children’s party.’
‘I’m aware my grandson is a child. I’m not senile.’
I didn’t want to look at him, instead my eyes wandered around the room. ‘What do you
do all day?’
‘Hey?’
‘What do you do all day here?’
‘You think I don’t do anything?’
‘I didn’t say that.’
‘I do plenty. You want me to start an inventory of my life for you?’
I finished my coffee. There was never enough, never could be enough coffee for me to
sit with him. I’d left the hip flask in the cab. To stop from going to it I rubbed the tops of my
thighs.
‘You got rheumatism?’
‘Of course I ain’t got rheumatism. I ain’t even fifty.’
‘You can’t drink if you’ve got that. It’ll ruin you. Anyway, come on…when we leaving?’
I bit the inside of my cheek. I sat forward. ‘You still only on the one a week then?’
‘One a week of what?’
‘Booze.’
‘Alcohol? Alcohol? I don’t drink.’
‘Yeah…you do. One a week you’re on, right?’
He matched me and sat forward, only he had a smile on his face that was as lazy as
syrup.
‘I don’t drink. Tried it as a young man, once, never agreed with me. I don’t want to be
a fool before I get to heaven.’
‘Yeah, you’re still on one a week. Must be. You still go to church?’
‘Don’t be stupid, I always go. More than once these days.’
‘You still drink that wine then?’
‘That’s the blood of Christ! That is not wine.’
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‘It’s time someone set you straight.’
‘That so? What you got to tell me?’
‘It’s cheap plonk blessed by a nonce.’
‘What did you say?’
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I stood up and went to him. This man who kept punching with his words, who sparred
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every day of his married life, who knew every nut and bolt of that ring, who knew how to
duck, slip and weave, who could move off the ropes before you knew he was on them, started
sinking into his chair. I was above him.
‘It’s shit old wine, sanctified by a paedophile in a palace for deluded fools, drunk by
halfwits who’ve never had a good time in their lives. You’re as dour as a Scotsman with his
wallet nicked. You’re half the man you were and that was half a man to begin with. What you
got?’ My hands were tight and I uncurled them. He was looking at me, wondering who I was.
My hand was down by my side. It was heavy; a weight that surprised me with how easy it rose.
I slapped him. ‘What you got? Hmm?’ I slapped my father again. One side of his pale face was
flushed; a red and white Venetian mask. ‘Huh? What you got?’
‘Please…’
He started crying. I don’t know what would have happened if he didn’t. My teeth were
tight. I put my hands in my pocket, walked out with my body straight and went to my cab,
opened the door, got my hip flask and polished it off, standing with the sun on my shoulders,
the cab door wide open as children played on the street.
It was near five. Ben’s party had started at four. I was supposed to be home at five; the dad
who worked hard for his family was allowed to be a little late. In the Ikea at Wembley I sat in
its caff and drank some whisky, straight from the bottle I’d bought on the way there, as I ate
mash and meatballs. The place was full of families. The children, still in their school uniforms,
looked happy as they ate but soon they’d feel like they were in a museum. The older ones
would try and be grown up and get involved with their parents' discussion of whether to buy
new bedding or not. However, most of them would only be sated by the purchase of a rug in
the shape of a football or a pink heart. But these parents were good parents, the kind that’d
make sure that their children joined clubs at school, that they’d partake in team sports; that
there’d be food on the table and there wouldn’t be violence on the TV, no swearing in the
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house, no raised voices. I could see Chloe as one of those responsible parents. I could see Ben
as one of those lucky children.
Back in my cab I picked up my pen and wrote on the notepad: The cake is extinct.
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What Happened at Ine-cho Bay
The smell of the fish and the salt of the sea,
children playing by a cherry blossom tree.
On their fishing boats men stay all day
on the clear green waters of Ine-cho bay.
A brother and sister walk through the trees,
down to the bay they stroll with ease,
It’s this one for sure, she says to him,
eyeing the shack with an excited grin.
Don’t be quick, he says to the girl,
Although he’s our father, we don’t owe him the world.
Remember the faults he showed these past years,
I don’t want your face getting swollen from tears.
She nods and smiles as she says to her brother,
I’ve already received advice from Mother.
I shan’t be hasty or sudden but slow,
I shall remember how he wronged us so.
But bear in mind that he gave us life,
love is useless when it’s clouded with strife.
Give him a chance to explain his mistakes
for anger is not worth the effort it takes.
Agreeing in silence, the boy knocks on the door,
takes a step back, keeps his eyes on the floor.
It’s clear to see the siblings’ feelings contrast
when the door reveals the man from their past.
Father, I’ve missed you! The girl leaps into his arms.
The boy stays silent, reserving his qualms.
Come in, my loves, come in for a snack,
the man exclaims as he pats the boy’s back.
This is my home, please take a seat,
for you, my children, I have a treat.
Boy come here, girl go there,
tonight’s delicacy you shall share.
He leaves the room with a hop and a trip.
The girl laughs as he continues with a skip.
You see, my brother he’s not a bad man,
just a father saying sorry as best he can.
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He returns with a tray, two plates and two drinks,
he exclaims with a smile, Time for dinner I think!
The siblings watch as their father dishes up
and pours green tea into each cup.
My children, my children, he sings with joy,
My beautiful girl, my handsome boy,
forgive me, please, for I am sorry.
My gift for you lies on this trolley.
A special meal I made for two,
my signature dish, it’s called Fugu.
An expensive rarity, I hope you know
but you are worth it, for I love you so.
The pair eat the fish in a short span of time.
The girl’s happy tears make her eyes shine,
that was great father, you’re a talented cook.
Know I forgive you, she says with a look.
He squeezes her arm and kisses her cheek,
and gently helps her up to her feet.
I’m glad you forgive me, I’m truly blessed.
Now let’s all retire to get some rest.
An hour passes before the boy gets the feeling.
He ignores it at first and stares at the ceiling.
His tongue starts to itch when he goes to speak,
arms and legs numbing as they quickly grow weak.
He takes a glance at the girl on the chair,
she starts to cry beneath her father’s glare.
A dirty smile plays on the man’s lips.
He waves goodbye, Sayōnara, he quips.
Slam! Goes the door, making them jump.
The boy makes to move but is stuck in a slump.
What’s happening? he slurs but it’s already too late
as the Fugu fish has decided their fate.
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Breaking Horses

Does it stop?

‘For you can’t stop the dawn,’ he thought.

‘If time be pulling…………….horses?…..then
horses…….pull…..slow….
…the wheel feels swollen now…………

break

ing.

’

The dawn was five hours and thirty-three minutes away when Alice clenched her small fist and
banged on the barn door.
‘Brogan, you in there? I know you never leave.’
‘Who is it?’ snarled the old farmer Billy Brogan, perched in his barn like a cracked
gargoyle in boots and overalls.
‘It’s Alice.’
‘Get gone, girl.’
‘They said you’re going to kill him.’
‘Who did?’
‘Can you just let me in? I’m getting soaked out here.’ Brogan raged as he stood up
flinging the whiskey bottle from the generator.
‘Which scrubber’s mouth been putting muck on me now?’
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‘Just let me in will you?’
‘Ain't no-one meant to be up here.’
‘I’m freezing, Brogan, please?’
Alice clenched her coat above her head as the rain ran off her hair and into her mouth -
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but it didn’t taste like no sea. It was that deep rain that was falling. Deep rain from the dark
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trenches of the heaving Atlantic, falling down onto Alice, down onto Brogan’s farm, down
against the hill, down onto the New Town she’d just left, down across the vale, into the roads
and rivers, on the nightjar’s toes in trees, on the wet scarecrow’s smiles, into North Field and
nothing, down into the ground, down into the mud, down to lost Saxon gold and down onto
the tiny tongues of worms. Sinking inside the infant ghosts of ancient forests, over mantle
waves and molten seas, dead down, down to ice and iron.
‘Just let me in, Brogan?’
‘You ain’t meant to be up here.’
‘I want to see him.’
Brogan threw his cigarette to the damp filthy floor as he spat through his teeth and
tobacco.
‘Fuck’s sake… these bolts on here for a reason, you know? You ain’t stayin’ ’ere long.’
He unbolted the oak door as the storm bent thunder over the English vale and the New
Town below, plunging it into darkness, car hazard lights blinked in the distance and Alice
rushed out of the rain and into the barn.
‘The fuck you want, Alice?’
‘Why’s it so dark in here?’
‘The rain’s knocked out the generator.’
‘They said you’re going to kill Fergus.’
Brogan kicked the chugging generator like a lame dog and a dull light quivered on. The
spiders retreated into their webs, tucking their eyes away, unaware of the savage night
ahead.
‘You’ve done it already,’ whimpered Alice.
‘I ain’t done nothin’ yet. He’s behind there and he’s done for.’
Alice looked over the stable door and saw the horse Fergus lying lame on the straw. He
was the colour of a copper sunset. A thoroughbred bay who had won every race in his prime
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but now lay old and bent. This ancient animal once wild before our time. Long tamed from
Poseidon’s waves when it eventually carried Abraham and Mohammed. Steam was rising off his
cold sweating skin as his hind legs kicked trying to raise himself to Alice. She clenched the
damp stable door and began to cry. Brogan shoved past her and sat heavy on his wooden
chest, pushing his rabbit skin hat up from his eyes.
‘Now get gone.’
‘I wanted to say a prayer for him.’
‘Don’t be bringin’ your spells to this barn,’ snapped Brogan.
‘I’ve been looking in on Fergus on North Field ever since I was a girl. Please, just let me
say a prayer.’
‘You still a girl. And you ain’t never meant to be on my land.’
‘This be our family’s,’ said Alice.
‘It’s mine,’ roared Brogan. ‘ALL MINE!’
He had a vague memory of his sister’s eyes, which would not be clear till later. Soft
face it was, looked like the rest. Looked like Alice.
‘And don’t think I ain’t seen ya from my top window these last years, Alice. Up in my
fields necking with fellas.’
‘That’s a damn lie.’
‘No it ain’t, I seen you with Jimmy Turner.’
‘Jimmy Turner’s a prick. He tried to spook the horses so I hit him. I love those horses
more than you do, and you know that, Brogan. They run to me. I’m the one who looked after
Fergus in those fields whilst you were collapsed drunk in your barn.’
‘You got a lot of nerve coming up here, girly.’
‘Well, if it isn’t true then why haven’t you stopped me being there these last few
years?’
Brogan swigged deep from his bottle to give himself a chance to think. He felt hunted,
the wet snouts of past wolves nudging at his thoughts. He remembered the fear of being a boy
and watching his father’s ice cubes in whiskey. Waiting for them to melt. To get it over with.
Longing for them to break and vanish into brown soup. It takes so long when they don’t crack.
He saw it then. Another glance. A flash of pain.
Brogan stood up and opened the chest. He pulled out a shotgun and slammed it shut.
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‘What are you doing?’ asked Alice.
‘Cleaning my old fella’s gun.’
‘There’s more dirt on you than those old fields.’
‘Those fields be the best grazing land in all of England. Why else you think I get the
Tinker’s old thoroughbreds, ay? Only thing the Irish look after be their horses.’ Brogan pulled
his tobacco tin from his pocket. ‘Fuckin’ trainers chasing glory and profit. Just like your new
build down there. The horses be overproduced. Left to the Knackermen to clean up the mess.
And your town be a mess, all right.’
‘Please don’t kill him.’
‘You think you can save him?’ said Brogan as he slammed the gun’s nose on the floor.
‘You think I ain’t in control up here?’
‘Then why don’t you just do it then?’ said Alice.
Brogan turned the cold shotgun in his hands.
‘Cause it’s bad luck to kill a horse after dark. Gotta wait till the dawn.’
Alice looked down at old Billy Brogan. A crack of flint glazed flame upon his face as
flakes of tobacco caught fire. The blue smoke slipping from his split lips. His tired face like a
bag of sonnets lashed with lines and clustered with creases.
‘Just let me take him out one more time?’ begged Alice.
‘He ain’t fit to go out. You ever been to a Knacker’s Yard, girly?’
‘No,’ said Alice softly.
‘In the butchering room?’
Alice shook her head.
‘Then, don’t start then.’
The Knacker’s Yard is where Brogan saves these horses. They line them up there in
groups. When they hear the gunshots the horses buck and kick, bang and bite each other, their
necks all raw, their mouths all tangled with mane. The Knackermen hook their hinds up, hang
them up all twisted; it pours out of them like the sea. Then they butcher their bits into
buckets, snap off their snouts and saw off their hooves. They mince them up and put them
into pig feed and pet food.
‘I just want to say a prayer for him, Brogan?’
‘Piss off with ya prayer and let me go about my business.’
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Brogan pulled a cigar box out of the chest and took out an old toothbrush. He wrapped
a cloth around it and ran it down into the barrel of the gun. He jabbed and scrubbed,
thrusting it round in circles of the chamber. He reached into his grease tub. A dollop smeared
over his first two fingers, he greased up the hinges and ejectors, groping the chokes and
muzzle, scraping the slide key clean, brushing tight in-between the lock ring and hoop.
‘Where you going to do it?’ asked Alice.
‘In ’ere. Straight in his old head.’
The grotty cloth came out of the cylinder caked in lead and cartridge residue. Brogan
held up the barrel to inspect it. He gazed all the way down the deep glassy tunnel and there,
at the bottom, saw Alice, his young niece. Alice, her warm breath staining the night with her
wet mouth; Alice, with damp hair falling like autumn, pale eyed and fixed in gaze, rubbing the
rain off her porcelain arms. Alice, who he hadn't seen this close in years. Brave, young Alice.
Brogan wiped slowly down the long neck of the gun and pulled back the forearm and
released the safety and snapped back the barrel into place.
‘What will you do with him after?’ asked Alice.
‘I'll take him up North Field.’
‘I'll help you bury him.’
‘You keep away from me, you hear? There ain’t no room left up there. I’m gonna burn
him on the hill. Then I'll take his bones down to the sea. Give him back to the waves.’
Alice took in the cramped barn; it was stuffed with stale smoke and jutted with junk.
Dried food peeled on plates, the dregs of booze lay lost like black swamps at the bottom of
bottles. The wooden beams bent to the back wall which was dressed with old bridal ropes,
leather girths, stirrups and iron tools, steel snaffle bits dripped on nails. In the corner a worn
tyre was covered in dirty horse rugs and saddle pads, a wooden shovel was rusting alone
against a wheelbarrow. The left wall was pinned with pictures of horses and layered in dust.
She toed a hoof pick on the floor and leaned closer at a picture, pushing the dust away with
her finger.
‘The Turners have sold up their land. Dad says they’re going to build army barracks on
it.’
‘That cursed ground always been trouble. Once them soldiers get left up there they'll
wish they were at war.’
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Alice walked across the barn and leant on a wheelbarrow brimming with chopped wood.
‘Dad was telling old stories about the farm the other day.’
‘Blood and mud don’t mix, girly.’
‘But he’s your little brother, Brogan.’
‘He stopped being my brother a long time ago. I hear business ain’t so good in town,
ay?’
‘The warehouse sacked him,’ said Alice fingering some bark off the chopped wood.
‘Punishment is promised on his head. Still in the bookies I bet. It’s people like him who
send these horses to the Knackermen.’
‘You only hate him because of what he did.’
‘He’s done fuck all since he left this farm. Left the debts to me and I've sorted it. You
think I can’t run a business? Look at the state of your lot now.’
‘You’re the backwards one,’ said Alice. ‘When was the last time you even been to
town?’
Brogan rose and bellowed into Alice.
‘I don’t want fuck all to do with that new town. Your old man betrayed these fields.
Betrayed this land,’ Brogan stood, jabbing with his finger. ‘This be a proper Brogan farm now.
Billy Brogan’s.’
Seven years had Billy been up here alone now, he’d chased his brother off with a
shotgun when he’d found out he’d been trying to sell the land. When he was twelve he found
his sister at the bottom of the old well. She’d thrown herself into it.
Brogan grabbed Alice’s arm and forcefully dragged her to the door.
‘Now get the fuck off my land and stay away from my fields.’
Alice broke off from his grip and pushed on his chest.
‘You should be dead.’
‘Watch what you say, missy.’
‘Mickey McCain found you by the old Rowan Tree, didn’t he?’
‘Be careful, young blood.’
‘You tried to do yourself in.’
The roar of the wind blew hard on the barn.
‘I got different rules up here,’ he said.
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‘It was just before the charges were dropped. We all heard what they said you did to
Valerie Turner.’
Brogan wiped the spittle from his angry mouth.
‘Those Turners be nothing but tongues. They’ve been out to get me ever since they lost
that bet.’
‘How did you not die, though?’ she said, peering closer at Brogan. ‘Let me see it?’ Alice
picked at him. ‘Let me see the scar under that hat?’
‘Keep away from me,’ said Brogan pushing her arms away from him.
‘C’mon, just let me see it?’
‘I’m warning you.’
‘That’s why you've got to clean it so well, isn't it?’ Alice pried into the jelly of his eyes.
‘The barrel was dirty when you shot yourself.’
Brogan erupted, throwing Alice up against the wall.
‘Get out of here you little whore,’ he said pushing his hand across her throat. ‘These
arms be snakes and I be poison. Stuffed with it, ya hear? Don’t make me bite.’
Alice panted for her breath; she could smell the foggy booze from his flecks of spit that
lay on her lips. Brogan gritted his stained teeth. Her chest heaved next to his as she looked
back into him:
‘The entire town think you done it to her.’
A grin cracked over Brogan’s face as he calmly spoke.
‘Really? Well, maybe I did do it to her. Maybe I done it to lots of them. But if you
believe that little Alice, then why you come all the way up here on this dark old night? Just
me and you here. Ain't you afraid of what I might do to ya then?’
She was unsure if she felt scared. Her tummy felt like a bag of butterflies as she
wondered if her Dad would realise she was missing from the house yet. How much trouble
she’d be in if he knew she was up here. She had to clean the church tomorrow morning. It was
quiet work but it topped up her pocket money and in the summer she’d always find lots of
dead bees and bury them in matchboxes. That’s where she found the prayer. She would peek
in the bible on the pulpit. She liked the verses that mentioned horses best.
Her breath returned to her lungs as her young breasts rubbed against him. A baying
shrieked over the stable door and Alice rushed over to see Fergus.
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‘He’s in pain, Brogan.’
‘He’s just singin’ his way.’
‘Just do it now then. For Christ sake, Brogan.’
‘Not till the dawn breaks.’
‘Why you so cruel? You’ve got nothing but gravel in that heart.’
Brogan up-turned the wheelbarrow scattering the chopped wood over the floor.
‘Oh, I’m full of clowns and chlorine, I am. Yea, I’m as old as words up here. Best you
run back to that circus in town whilst you still can.’
A crack of thunder bowed over the barn and a blaze of lightning lit the faces of the
bloated scarecrows. The barn pitched back to blackness.
‘Brogan? Where are you? Brogan?’
Alice felt around in the dark but no answer returned.
‘Brogan? I can’t see… Brogan?’
She tripped as she tried to find the wall, kicking the chopped wood to the side. She felt
around in the void, her hands passing through nothing, longing to feel something, then
something, leather…no, rope, wide, the girth, no…steel, yes, on her finger tips and the smell
of his sloppy breath escaping his spattered lungs.
‘I can smell you… Brogan?’
The dim hum of the generator started again and a dull light flickered on Brogan
watching Alice from the other side of the barn.
‘Stop playing games, Brogan… I’ve had enough,’ said Alice, noticing a large jacket
under the horse rugs. ‘I’m taking this though.’
Alice pulled the horse blankets off the floor and picked up a big old Parka jacket. She
began putting her arm into what felt like a cave when Brogan spoke gently.
‘When was the last time you come up to this barn, Alice?’
‘Not since I was a little girl.’
‘Why you kids come up to my fields so much? Ain’t you got enough entertainment down
there? What you looking for up here?’
‘I don’t know,’ she said as she pulled the jacket into her. ‘I go up there alone.’
‘Why you like that North Field so much?’ asked Brogan.
Alice wrapped the large coat around her and fumbled for the zip.
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‘Cause it feels alive there. It’s where the brook and the horses are. All the colours. You
seen the size of the dragonflies up there? And the willow sweeps over the water. I guess the
river don’t care where it goes.’
‘Why don’t you follow it then? Get away from here.’
Alice pulled the zip all the way up to her soft throat.
‘Sometimes I think Adam and Eve left the garden just to see somewhere else,’ said
Alice.
‘Your dad ever tell you what happened up there?’ said Brogan.
‘He said you both went catching dragonflies.’
‘He never say why this land so sacred? You know we buried your granddaddy up there.
All the Brogan’s go up there.’
‘No he’s not. I’ve seen his headstone in the churchyard.’
‘You think we’d put your granddaddy down there?’ Brogan laughed into his words, ‘We
slung a dead pig in that coffin.’
‘No way.’
‘Last good deed your old man did. We washed his body in this barn then dragged him up
there with just the shovels and the moon. Old Jerry Brogan looks over these fields with the
rest of them Brogan eyes. There’s a whole lot of bone and Brogan under that dirt.’
‘Daddy don’t know that I've come up here,’ said Alice.
‘Did he tell you why we tried catching them dragonflies?’
‘No, but I seen them.’
Brogan looked over to Alice pressed in the corner.
‘Come here, Alice.’
She tilted her head slightly and looked away.
‘Why?’
‘Come and sit next to me.’
Alice shook her head.
‘I want to show you something.’
‘What?’
‘I want to show you why you have to leave this place.’
Alice moved away and perched like a small bird on the upturned wheelbarrow.
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‘Come closer, Alice.’
‘You have to come to me,’ she whispered.
Brogan put down the gun and got up off his chest and went and stood over her. She felt
his calloused hand run down her hair, down her cheek, the smell of the gun in his smoky grip;
his fingers ran past the side of her lips and cupped her chin in his palm. Brogan slowly kneeled
down and faced her.
‘Now, I want you to look as deep as you can in my eyes when I tell you this.’
‘I’m scared, Brogan.’
‘Don‘t be scared, just look as hard as you can.’
Alice nodded and Brogan began to softly speak.
‘Back when this was all one great field. Back when they first farmed here. Whole land
was full with wild horses and tall grass. And the young farm boy’s job was to break the horses
in, capture them and bring them back. The boy broke lots of them all over the hill, you see?
But one horse was too wild and too free, so the young boy didn't want to anymore, he wanted
to leave the horse be. But his father said that if he didn't break it… and bring it in off the
field… then he’d send the Devil himself to come and do it. But the boy still said no. So, the
next morning at the crack of dawn… the Devil came… and he was drunk… and he… and…’
Brogan’s voice trembled on the word.
‘And… he dragged the boy up to the field by the Rowan tree and… and the father held
the boy down and made him watch whilst the Devil mounted the horse and began to break it,
slowly and painfully. The horse bucked and reared as he held its neck and lashed ropes around
it, it was jumping all over the field and baying. The sound of it shrieking. But he didn’t stop….
He wouldn’t… stop…. And the boy was crying as he watched the horse trying to run. Desperate
to get away. But they grinded it down… broke it to pieces.’
Tears started to fill Brogan’s eyes.
‘The field grew black and wet and the trees all fell and the birds flew away and the
branches all bent and the horse shrivelled and shred till all that was left was a little dragonfly.
A tiny broken horse. It lives off insects by the banks, trapped by the marshes.’
Brogan began to shake uncontrollably and a look of terror flashed across his face.
‘We never did catch no dragonflies,’ said Brogan.
‘What happened to you up here?’
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‘It has to stop,’ said Brogan.
The wind sat still above the barn for a moment.
‘I need you to promise me one thing, Alice?’
She leaned closer into him.
‘Don’t let them bury me up there,’ Brogan pleaded. ‘Burn me or throw me to the sea.
Anything.’
‘What’s wrong?’
‘Please, I’m begging you,’ said Brogan holding her arms. ‘Just don’t let them bury me
up there with them old Brogans… promise?’
Brogan collapsed into tears and crumpled to his knees, his hands slipped down her arms
and onto the filth of the floor, he looked at her thin ankles and wept into her feet. Alice lent
down and pushed the tears from his face. She moved his hat out of his eyes and looked at him:
‘I promise you, Billy. I promise you.’
Brogan adjusted his hair under his hat and tried to compose himself, wiping his face
with his hands as he got to his feet.
‘I‘m sorry… you know, your eyes were always like flowers, I could… I could smell them
on me…. Now you get going. Before your dad finds out. Not a spit of this to anyone.’
‘Can I say that prayer? For Fergus.’
Brogan picked Alice’s small hand up in his and nervously spoke:
‘You could… you could… stay… if you want?’
Alice squeezed Brogan’s damp hand.
‘I have to get back to town, Billy… I have to go home.’
Brogan looked down at his boots and back up to Alice and let go of her hand.
‘He'll hear you if you lean over the door.’
Alice walked over to the stable door and looked in at Fergus. She took a small breath.
Brogan listened to the gentle words come softly on her mouth.
‘Dear Lord,
If we have run with footmen,
And they have wearied us,
Then how can we contend with horses?
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And if in the land of peace,
Where you are trusted,
They have wearied you,
Then how will we do here?’
Alice paused. ‘So, run on Fergus… run on.’ She blew a silent kiss to Fergus and walked
towards the barn door behind Brogan, pulling the coat tight around her as she reached for the
handle.
‘Who said that?’ asked Brogan staring into the stable.
‘Jeremiah,’ Alice said. Then she smiled. ‘And me.’
Brogan didn‘t look back.
‘Take care, Brogan.’
Alice stepped out of the barn and into the wind, into the rain, back into the night.
The storm had since faded when the dawn began to break. In time it would pierce the whole
landscape and become the morning, a slow swelling blue singing across the hills, fingering its
way between the curtains of the town below and onto the sleeping face of Alice. When time’s
stout glass is turned and this land returns beneath the ice sheets, the volcanic tints of another
will come, cracking the slabs above the vale, where the sunken silt of ancient memories are
pressed silent and Brogan’s brief dawn bursts with churning ice and froths of foam. But for
now, his dawn was young, bringing a mere glint to the dew on the hill, slipping down the necks
of the nettles.
The gun lay in his lap like his dinner. He slid the cartridges snugly into the extractor. He
walked to the stable door. Fergus was sitting straighter now. His large eyes appeared to hold
vast energies to Billy Brogan. He pulled his trousers straight and felt the steel belt buckle
brush over his finger. He checked the nose of the gun. He cocked it. He raised it. He traced
the trigger with his finger. He trembled in pure brilliant pain. He stopped. He stared down the
barrel. And pulled the trigger.
Bluckommnmmm.
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The dramatic fire shook the stable and quaked the beams, the mouth bits rattled on the nails
as the spiders swayed on the rippling webs. The slow groan of the shotgun howled up past
Alice’s dreams and into the hardening dawn. Up above all that Brogan bone. Up past the tops
of the Rowan Tree, up above the sleeping dragonflies and the nightjar’s songs, up past North
Field and the scarecrows, way above the churchyard, above the roofs of New Town and
looking down upon the vale, down upon the bucket in the disused well, headed past the moon;
into the thick soup of stars where constellations conjure horses. Flaying into fire and
indeterminate in sound, reaching for forbidden vanishment, to rot into God, beyond the sparks
of nature’s mould, deep in the livers of the abyss, above all Albion, falling far away, faintly
flooding on for ever and floating far on into fathom.
Fergus bayed suddenly.
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My hands tried and failed to pull themselves back as my dad dragged me away kicking and
screaming. He left me crumpled in a heap on my bedroom floor, but it was not my fault, I
didn’t do anything wrong it was all Amanda and the wicked creature who I can only refer to as
“Satan”. Granted, I shouldn’t have given myself to him so willingly but I was weak and the
temptation was too strong. But this is where I was supposed to stay until I either cooled down
or apologised. Neither option appealed, so instead I laid out wondering. Wondering how I,
Rose Modesta Proudfoot, dutiful daughter and caring sister wound up in this situation. I began
by asking God for answers but all I could hear was Amanda crying from down the hallway, still
in the kitchen, being comforted while my mother was yelling at Gracie to get away from my
bedroom door at the same time.
The Bible itself doesn’t say that temptation is a sin, but rather when we do give into
temptation, that’s when it becomes a sin. Jesus was tempted to sin so I guess that makes it
okay. Yes, he spoke about being tempted in every which way but he didn’t actually do
anything. So I guess what I did was bad. The only excuse I had was that I loved him.
'Can I come in?' I could hear Gracie on the other side of the door.
'No.' I whimpered.
'Please!'
'No.' I dragged my battered self onto my bed. Every move rested on my nerves.
My phone buzzed it was a text message from Gracie.
Let me kno if u need anythn :-)
K
Like any other child, Gracie was curious but she was far too young to understand my current
“situation”. Yes, it was obvious that she was aware that something was going on, she was a
smart girl, but with that said, there were some things that eleven-year-olds should not know.
The after-effects of my abortion being one of them. Anyway, I wanted to remember her as a
child, precocious, all limbs, braids and sparkle.
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I wasn’t born with the same sparkle as my little sister. What I was born with couldn’t be
described as anything other than "different." As strong as my individuality was, I was reared
pretty much the same as my little sister. Gracie and I the same parents but somewhere within
the nine-year gap that stood in between us, something got lost. Sometimes, I closed my eyes
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and got lost in my dreams. I stopped telling people about my dreams a long time ago as they

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

were only ever met with laughter, stupid jokes and questions.
Sometimes I wondered why I couldn’t be like my parents. My parents were "magpies,"
like Gracie they had artificial and superficial tastes, so the path I had decided to take was all
the more surprising. If they are magpies, I guess you could call me a pigeon. At twenty, my
decision to give my life to the church was rather scandalous on my estate, but it was my
dream for as long as I could remember. I'd already begun the process of slowly but surely in
giving myself to God by becoming a nun. As bizarre as my parents found it, I knew deep down
that they were proud of me. Although those proud moments were about to disappear.
I’m not sure where my story with “Satan” really began, for the longest time the
opposite sex didn’t appeal to me. Rumours even began to swirl around at one point that
maybe I liked the same sex, which definitely wasn’t true. I just felt that there were better
things to do with my time. I felt more comfortable on my knees in praise rather than for
someone else’s gratification. I was unsure of what drew me to Satan but I knew what drew us
together. Satan himself was tall with a little fat round stomach that hooked over his jeans, his
jeans always hanging off his arse. He was part of a group of pristinely-dressed men who spent
the majority of their time driving around the estate in one of those souped-up cars. I first
caught sight of him one day when he stuck his head out of the window. His face was wide and
flat, his features were squashed and brown like a chocolate bar. He resembled a grizzly bear. I
found him to be almost handsome. On that occasion, no words were exchanged, just smiles
and a nod of recognition. I didn’t know him then but I knew his mother from church. They had
the same eyes.
I began passing by Satan more frequently, I was unsure of who was following whom but
when he did pluck up to courage to introduce himself, he referred to himself as Jonah. Jonah
smelled of vodka and missed opportunities. Sometimes he and I would sit in church and talk
other times we’d spend moments in his room whilst his mother was out. During these times he
would climb on top of me and kiss me. The weight would push right on my chest, directly on
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my heart. It was like being crushed by a herd of elephants. When he first grabbed me in this
way, I didn’t resist. Although, even now I don’t remember ever being tempted. I think it was
more out of a biological reaction or shock.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

My phone buzzed. Gracie was still on the other side of my bedroom door.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Do u want sum paracetamol? :-)
No go away.
K :-)
I needed them but I didn’t deserve them. Instead, I rolled over in search of a
comfortable position. I waited to hear Gracie’s footsteps to move away from my door but I
heard nothing. Instead, I thought about Amanda. I closed my eyes wondering why mum and
dad had invited that bitch to dinner. It was clear where the favour was. I was stuck in the
bedroom like a toddler on a time-out and she was out there, still probably sat at the kitchen
table, crying like the attention-seeker she was.
I messaged Gracie.
Is it bad?
:-(
K.
I couldn’t believe I struck her so hard, I guessed I was a lot angrier with her than I thought. As
far as I was concerned, Satan was all hers. She could clean up after his skid-marks and broken
dreams. I just didn't think she’d stop talking, she didn’t even take a breath. I just wanted it to
stop, so I silenced her. When Amanda spoke I usually tuned out, and I did, until she mentioned
Satan and how happy she was. Then things went black. Before I knew it, my hands were
around her neck and she was screaming. That’s when my dad dragged me away.
Why did she have to say his name? At least I think she said his name, it sounded like his
name? She said it with a smirk, she was always smirking when she spoke to me. She always
thought she was better than me. Prettier yes, better no.
Amanda had the long hair and legs that boys around here went crazy for. She was the
kind of pretty that everyone wanted to know. They wanted to know who she was and how they
ended up in the same space as her. No wonder he had fallen for her, no wonder Gracie loved
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her more than me. Competition had always lingered between Amanda and me like a bad smell
that never went away. We were never friends, our families were. We just happened to be the
same age so we’d been stuck together in a weird way.
I was fed up of continually thinking about things and people that didn’t matter, it was
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making me sick. I wanted nothing more than to crawl into a hole and die, the quicker the
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better.
I was a good girl, doing everything I was supposed to be doing. Church every Sunday, Mass
every Wednesday. My postulancy was complete and I was about to leave for my novitiate in a
few days. I didn’t think I could go through with it anymore. I wasn’t worthy of becoming a
nun; how could I look God in the eye knowing what I’d done?
Satan had disguised himself as Jonah, an angel of light. He’d taken advantage of my kindness
and perceived it as weakness, therefore I’d become weak. I was weak when he clasped his
arms around me and pulled me to his bed, weaker still when his thick bones pulled my legs
apart. All I did at the time was smile and struggle as his hands kneaded my breasts and my
skirt fell onto the floor. His paws moved to the bottom of my knickers and they flooded with
"resistant" residue causing them to fall onto the floor. Everything else was just heavy and
regrettable. But he said I was ready. I was spending a lot of time with him and I liked him, so I
assumed I was.
God’s sweet words had been replaced with an ugly cry, it called me a whore. Twenty
years of no sins to three in a little over eight weeks. A few moments of madness had left me
with nothing but a stomach ache. I’d been indulging on sweet words, bodily fluids and
jealousy. I was disgusted with myself. Thinking of all of the things that I let Satan do to my
body was making me cry; I tried to do it quietly. Things so vile that Jesus would've risen from
the dead again to punch me in the throat. What was making me feel sicker was that he was
doing these very same things to Amanda and she was enjoying them.
I'd spent the morning in an abortion clinic on the other side of town in the hopes that I
wouldn’t run into anybody I knew. My afternoon had been spent at church praying to God for
forgiveness, quietly crying at the memory of legs up in stirrups, my sex out for all the world to
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see. That doctor tearing into me without anaesthetic. His delicate instruments registered my
nerves, it tracked them and once caught, squeezed the life out of them. The pain made my
eyes pop out of their sockets so far I saw stars, fire shot down from my uterus, all the way
down to my toes, making them curl. At that point I considered getting my tubes tied, I didn’t
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

need them where I was going and at twenty I didn’t need parental consent.
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I thought it was over but on the long walk home I bumped into Jonah outside the supermarket.
He was with Amanda. She said hello, he pretended we’d never met before. Over the past few
weeks, he’d stopped answering my calls and text messages. I had even been by his house a
couple of times but his mum said to leave him alone. Eventually he “disappeared” altogether,
until this moment outside the supermarket with Amanda. I was almost naive enough to tell
him what I’d gone and done in the hopes that I would at least get an apology. But instead I
kept it inside. I wanted to scream in his face and beat his chest but my voice got lost, the cry
became stuck in my throat. I was undecided as to whether it was anger, pain or panic.
Whatever it was made me punch him square in face. Then I ran while Amanda screamed and
threw herself over Jonah in an overdramatic fashion. I heard him calling me a crazy bitch from
a distance. It was at that moment he became Satan, Jonah was dead to me. Ignoring the pain
that continued to run through me, my legs quickly carried me home. Once I reached it, I
hurried into the bathroom and locked the door behind me. Crawling into the empty bathtub
and curling up like a foetus, I continued my silent crying. Blood seeping through my sanitary
towel.
'Mom and dad want to know why you’re crying?' Gracie was leaning against the frame of
my open door. She’d changed clothes, she was now dressed in her favourite cornea-burning
dance leotard. I could've sworn I locked that door.
'I’m not.' I looked away. I didn't want to her to see me.
'Did you get my message?' Gracie began stretching herself across my doorway as if she
was playing a game of chicken with herself.
I buried my head deeper in my pillow, without giving her a response. I pointed blindly
at her to go away and leave me alone. Instead, I felt her coming closer.
'Seriously what's got into you?' Gracie put her hand on my shoulder. I felt it move and
begin rubbing my back but I said nothing. I knew she was trying to rub the pain away but it
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was making me feel uncomfortable so I brushed her off me.
'You tried to murder Amanda, something’s wrong.' I could feel her begin to cry. That
was not something that I wanted to hear so I turned over and put my finger to her lips and
pushed a little.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

'Please, don’t cry over me.'

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

'Okay,' Gracie sucked in her lip and sat down beside me. 'I don't see what the big deal
is, he isn’t even cute, he's fat.' Gracie was now unfazed, trying her best to make me feel
better but it wasn’t working.
'It’s time to go.'
I rolled over on my other side and watched Gracie leaving. Just as I got up and closed the
door, there was another knock.
'Can I come in; I want to talk to you.' It was my dad.
'No, go away, leave me alone.' I made sure he and the rest of the flat heard me.
'You're too old to be throwing tantrums, let me in please.' Dad was still on the other
side of the door and he sounded angry.
'No,' I was trying my best to ignore him, sure that if I did it for long enough, he’d go
away.
'Rose, I'm not asking you again, open the fucking door.' Dad sounded really angry.
'Fuck off!' I was angry too and I was not moving from my mattress as I listened to his
footsteps moving further away.
I buried my head in my pillow again until I heard a drilling sound at the door. At first, I
thought it was Gracie messing about.
'Gracie, is that you?' I waited but there was no reply. All I could hear was the drilling
and then a bang as my bedroom door fell to floor. It made my room shake and mum screamed
from the other room.
I couldn't believe it, with my very own eyes I saw my dad pick up the door off the floor
by its hinges and leave. I listened for a few moments whilst my parents bickered. They were
deciding who was going to come back in and “talk” to me. After a few minutes the bickering
stopped and my dad came back in empty-handed.
'Rosie, me and your mum have been talking.' He looked upset.
'What about?' I tried to stand up but the pain was too much to bear. Instead I sat up
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against the wall, my dad’s eyes watching my every move.
'What’s the matter?' He looked concerned.
'Nothing’s the matter,' I lied through gritted teeth.
'There is, you can tell me.' Dad sat down beside me and placed his hand on my knee.
Without thinking, I flinched.
'You can talk to me, I’m your dad.' There were tears in his eyes.
'I can’t, I’m scared!' There were tears in mine. I tried to speak but the only sound that
escaped my lips was a whimper.
Dad began to whimper too as tears streamed down his face. 'You can tell me anything, I
promise I won’t get mad.'
I wanted to tell him but force of habit would have had me sooner bite off my tongue. I
would have rather faced the burning pain than reveal what had happened to me. Instead, I fell
into his arms and began to cry, waiting for the gossip to disappear into thin air whilst the
day’s remains escaped from sanitary towel onto my duvet.
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Post Mortem
I,
wholly alone,
dissected many
a corpse
of poetry
that thrived by night but died before my eyes at break of day.
Sepulchral gloom descends
and morbid thoughts
take root, of works
that rot away
when others
have their
say, and scalpel
sharp critique
eviscerates
all ego
from the
offspring
of my
mind.
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Chapter seven

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

The attic is bathed in silver light. This morning the sun is an oyster visible between the clouds.
My notebook sits unassumingly on the desk. It seems to have different moods, at times
indifferent or looming. Now I’m drawn to it, so there’ll be no procrastination. I want to write
about my father.
Antônio skirted the sofa and avoided brushing against Samira’s legs. He used to find it soothing
to watch her as she read her novel. She’d be engrossed, her face occasionally moving in
surprise or understanding. Now she held herself tensely, as if she were only reading so as not
to talk to him. He noticed she looked flushed as she raised her head to pin her thick glasses to
her nose. At the door, he made himself say goodbye.
On the bus he watched mauve lace the sky as the sun rose above the sea. He fiddled
with the buckle on his satchel. There was a weight in his stomach, despite again not eating his
wife’s hot couscous cake or fried aipim root for breakfast to accompany his coffee. He’d need
to swallow mouthfuls of shrivelled omelette at work. The bus sailed the road alongside the
ocean as it was too early for traffic. It screeched to a halt outside the prison.
He punched his time card and braced himself for the day. The blue-grey corridor was
heavy with the smell of musty disinfectant and cigarette smoke.
'Hi there, bicho! Ready to give them hell?' said Rodrigo.
'What’s on the menu?' said Antônio, fixing his badge to his uniform.
They walked in step to the canteen.
'Lukewarm floury beans, egg, and a woman in cell-block five,' replied Rodrigo, while
they queued for their tin tray of mush. 'Did you know? We released that prisoner last week;
what was his name, José Augusto? He went straight back to his old ways, writing Commie
articles.'
'Really?'
'But he won’t be doing that anymore. I hear he has a serious case of writer’s block, if
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you catch my drift.'
Antônio bit his tongue. They sat at a table with their filled trays and he forced down his
breakfast. His mind switched to the woman waiting for her interrogation. Sweat trickled from
his temples and he struggled not to dwell.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

'What’re you up to this evening?' he said.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

'Just going to my brother’s place with the wife and kids. They get a kick out of it
because my sister-in-law keeps parrots in the house. She lets the birds loose in the living room
and they talk, you know.'
After breakfast, they headed to the crowded cell blocks. Rodrigo was still speaking, but
Antônio couldn’t follow the words. He noticed his protruding jaw and a piece of egg in the
corner of his mouth.
'It’s this one,' said Rodrigo. 'Maria Josefa da Conceição?'
'Yes,' said a skinny woman with a pregnant belly.
'You’re being released. Follow us.'
Antônio glanced at his fellow guard with raised eyebrows. As the prisoner made her way
to the cell door, he stiffened. His eyes met hers and her steps slowed. He recognised her but
couldn’t remember where from.
'Come on; don’t you want your freedom?' said Rodrigo, dangling the keys in front of the
women.
'Please, have mercy and let this child go too,' said a lady. She was pushing a young
adolescent girl to the front.
'No, she belongs to Officer Mendes,' replied Rodrigo.
'She’s pregnant,' said the woman. She lifted the girl’s prison smock to reveal her slightly
swollen belly.
Rodrigo didn’t respond. He unlocked the door and Maria da Conceição walked out. He
locked the door behind her. Antônio had seen him this stony-faced in the past when he’d been
upset. Perhaps now he was thinking of his own daughter. He led the way with Maria in tow and
Antônio at the rear. They walked through the courtyard, enclosed in a high barbed wire fence,
and reached the outer gate. The mid-morning sun baked the sandy ground so that Antônio saw
a mirage of puddles.
Rodrigo took his keys out of his trouser pocket and turned to face Maria. 'We know if we
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let you go, there’d be nothing to stop that traitor husband of yours.'
The hope on her face was replaced by fear. He ushered her back towards the prison.
'Come on, man,' said Antônio. 'Surely we don’t need to keep her.'
'Gone soft, buddy? What did I tell you about that? She’s scheduled for a session with
Mendes.'
'It’ll be less work to cut her loose now.'
Antônio’s words faded into the sun-bleached sky. He followed them back through the
courtyard, Maria’s slight frame ahead of him. In the building, they walked down a long
staircase to the basement. Rodrigo knocked on the interrogation room door.
'Enter,' said Mendes.
The room was windowless, with no ceiling fan. It was bare except for a flat iron bar
resting against the wall, two tables and an army field generator on the floor. Mendes and
another man sat at a wooden desk. The man jerked forwards. 'Maria!' he said.
Antônio saw Maria take him in. They’d found her husband, he thought, so why keep her
now? A green gecko scuttled across the back wall.
'Our buddy here won’t give us any names,' said Mendes, 'when we know he’s worked for
Commie big shots.'
'That’s not what we want to hear, is it?' said Rodrigo to Antônio.
'No, no good,' said Antônio.
'Which is why I summoned the wife,' continued Mendes, his gaze on the flat iron bar.
'I’m sure, with her help, he’ll be more than ready to spill all.'
Antônio felt his body empty like a sack of sand. The gecko was poised in the corner.
'Fetch it,' said Mendes, his gaze on the bar.
I put down my pencil. This is where Papai walked over, lifted the bar away from the wall and
placed it on the floor at Maria’s feet. I wasn’t born but was in Mamãe’s womb, just like
Maria’s baby, and I knew my Papai was in trouble. Outside, the sun is hidden by curtains of
rain. I stand to look out of the window at the sea of umbrellas floating by underneath. I pull it
closed and listen to the rain battering the pane.
'I’m stopping here,' I shout into the empty room.
'Oh no, you’re not. Keep writing,' Oxalá whispers.
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'Strip off her clothes and tie her on,' said Mendes, closely watching Antônio.
'I’ll tell you anything you want to know. Just leave her alone!' said her husband,
struggling to free his cuffed hands behind his back.
'Proceed,' said Mendes to Antônio, and turned to face the man. 'Damn right you’ll give

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

us the Commies we’re after.'

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Antônio lifted Maria’s prison smock over her head. She complied, trembling. He
carefully pulled down her underpants. Relieved that he could see no rope with which to tie
her to the bar, he stood in front of her. Flies buzzed around a single light bulb that hung low
from the ceiling. Mendes pulled a length of rope from his jacket pocket. 'Here, use this.'
Antônio hesitated. The rope was soiled with dry blood. He inhaled a faint stench of
urine and rotten meat.
'Get on the floor, woman!' said Rodrigo.
'Please don’t hurt me. It’ll kill my baby,' she sobbed.
'Osvaldo da Silva is head of operations in Pelourinho; Jorge César Galvão works under
him,' said the husband in one breath.
'Good, nice and easy, just like that,' said Mendes, winking at Antônio and throwing him
the rope. 'Now, tie her arms and legs into a foetal position, ready for the Parrot’s Perch.'
Antônio bound her wrists to her ankles as gently as he could, pulling the rope taut so
that she wouldn’t fall off. He tried not to picture his wife on the bar. Rodrigo wedged it under
Maria’s knees. 'Grab the other side, man,' he said.
They bent down to pick up their ends of the flat iron bar and placed it suspended
between the two tables. Maria hung upside-down like a chrysalis, a few inches above the
floor. Antônio stood upright to reduce the chance of vomiting. He wiped sweat from his brow.
'I beg you, take her down! Don’t hurt her,' said the husband.
'Put him next door so he can listen,' said Mendes.
Rodrigo dragged the screaming man out of the room. Antônio winced, but Mendes
didn’t seem to notice. He had got up and was unravelling wires from the army field generator.
He clipped them to Maria’s ears, tongue, fingers, toes and genitals. Urine dribbled onto the
floor.
'Now it’s just me, you and Cinderella,' said Mendes.
He pressed a button on the generator and Maria’s body turned rigid and convulsed.
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Then she hung limp, her eyes rolled back. He pressed it again, leaving it on for longer. Antônio
didn’t dare switch it off and couldn’t catch his breath. When at last Mendes turned off the
device, Maria shrieked so loud that the officer turned away, covering his ears. Antônio heaved
the iron bar to the floor. Untying her, he remembered that he knew her from high school. She
used to sit across from him, giggle and throw paper planes his way. Blood spread down her
thighs and formed a pool that grew around her. She screamed, then moaned and screamed
again.
Mendes took a few paces to his desk and began writing in his book. Antônio knew he
was recording in minute detail how the session had unfolded. Maria was still lying there in the
midst of her blood, her cries reverberating around the room. Antônio couldn’t move to help
her. The ceiling drew closer. A man’s voice whispered, 'You’re a baby killer.' But Mendes was
now facing him and his lips were not moving. A roar in his ears made his knees buckle. On the
floor, he wrapped his arms over his head. Mendes was talking in distant and garbled words.
Curled up on the floor, Papai was so afraid that he sucked his thumb. Back in our house in
Mamãe’s womb, my concern grew. I attempted to speak to him using telepathy, as I did when
he pressed his ear against Mamãe’s belly. But now his mind was unreachable. He could only
hear the orixás, who tried to rescue him. Oxalá appeared, followed by his spouse Yemanjá,
orixá of the ocean, and their sons, Ogum and Oxóssi. In her translucent, sea-blue robes,
Yemanjá begged my father to stand up and leave the room. She knew Mendes was being
threatening, though his words sounded like gibberish to Papai.

Chapter eight
The telephone startles me. I answer and it’s Stephen from Amnesty International.
'Is there news of my father?' I say.
'No, sorry, we have no news. I’m ringing to arrange that interview about the military
reports he sent us. Next Thursday at two?'
I nod down the phone.
'Is that okay?' says Stephen.
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'Yes, goodbye.' Shaking, I put down the receiver and close my notebook. I hear my
flatmate shut the front door below.
'Are you up there?' she yells.
'Yeah,' I shout, descending the spiral staircase from the attic.
When I reach the kitchen, there’s a fresh loaf of sourdough bread and a pot of
strawberry jam on our Scotch tablecloth. I put a filter in my coffeemaker, add the grounds
and switch it on. 'Where in London can you find a decent cup of Arabica coffee?' I say. 'Even in
the 1980s!'
'You mean instead of Mellow Bird’s… Born to be mild!' says Fatima, taking her jar of
instant stuff from the cupboard.
'That’s Sleepy-head sawdust for Brazilians!'
We sit down at the table and tear off chunks of the sourdough loaf. My shadow covers
her moon face.
'How’s your mum?' she says.
'Honestly, it’s difficult. She can be lucid but, when she’s not, it’s hard to feel calm and
not get scared. I don’t say it aloud, but I think she notices.'
'Oh, it sounds tough; for you as well as for her. Maybe you—’
'I can’t take long over brunch,' I say. 'I’m meeting Velutha in Whitechapel before visiting
mum. I’ve never been, so want to leave time in case I get lost.'
'Yep, pal, your sense of direction is abysmal, it’s true!'
I smile and she wrinkles her nose.
Soft song seeps through the heavy wooden door at the back of the church. I wait for Mass to
end and Velutha to emerge. A few people approach from the driveway, speaking Portuguese.
Their voices float above the damp London street. I close my eyes and my father is swinging me
in the air to the sound of the berimbau on our Bahian beach.
'Hello, Julia,' says Velutha. He pulls his Nepalese hat over his ears. 'Are you okay?'
'Yes, I was daydreaming,' I say. 'It’s icy, isn’t it?'
'You shouldn’t have waited out here. You can always walk into Mass, even if it’s near
the end. I’m sure you know that?'
'I didn’t want to. Somehow I couldn’t.' I feel my cheeks flush.
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'Not to worry. Shall we go to Goiabada. Doesn’t that mean guava sweet?'
'You have a perfect accent! And it does mean that. I hate its leathery texture…but most
people love it.'
He gestures for me to cross the road, and I follow him out of the cul-de-sac.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

'I bet goiabada is yummy. Back in India, we have something similar. Rasgulla. It’s

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

tamarind with cheese. I love anything like that!'
We walk down another street and turn into Brick Lane. A loud hum of voices rises from
the narrow market place. Weaving between swarms of people, we fall silent. I glimpse
colourful saris in a shop window, and garlands of twinkly headdresses draped over a stall. We
pass a man deep-frying samosas and the smell of cinnamon and cardamom wafts over us.
'Here it is; Goiabada,' says Velutha.
He opens the door for me. Inside, I feel breathless, so I grab a pot of Toddy chocolate
powder, a bag of pão-de-queijo, one of pão-de-mel, some individually wrapped brigadeiro
sweets and join the queue to pay.
'I thought you’d want to browse,' says Velutha.
'Me too… but I saw these straight away. My mum loves them.'
'Okay, we’ll have time to go to a café further down the street.'
'Thanks, but I’d like to catch an earlier train. And the District Line takes forever.'
He seems to hesitate. 'I’d like to come with you to Victoria. May I? Aldgate East is near
here and is one stop closer than Whitechapel.'
My heart too loud in my chest, I nod to Velutha and follow him to his tube station.
Our carriage is quiet, except for the whoosh of the train. Velutha’s sitting next to me,
but I can’t form sentences. My brain is gauze. What makes it worse is that he too is silent.
I used to treasure silences with my father.
'Lucky heather for the lady,' says a gypsy woman, offering me a silver-foiled pouch and
stretching her palm to Velutha. I smile but don’t take the lilac flowers, and Velutha shakes his
head. She moves on, he lowers his eyes and I wonder if he wanted me to accept the tiny
bouquet. Brakes screech and we watch her hobble out of the carriage.
The train jerks into movement and Velutha’s hand slips off the armrest between us onto
my knee. I flinch and he’s quick to remove it. Moth wings swirl in my stomach. I unzip the top
of my rucksack and take out a brigadeiro sweet. 'Would you like it?' I say. 'It’s made of
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chocolate, with caramel goo, so I think it’ll be your thing.'
'Thank you, I will,' he says, and unwraps the brown ball.
Warm dusty wind blows in from the platform at the next station.
*

*

*

Mamãe smiles at me as I enter her room. She’s sitting upright in her armchair. 'I’ve been
waiting… for you to read me the next chapter from your notebook,' she says.
'You look rosy. I’ve brought you some edible goodies.' I sit on her bed and spread the
Brazilian snacks around me.
'Thank you, filha; those look delicious, but let’s open them later. I’m anxious to hear
more of our story.'
'I’m glad you’re keen. It must mean my writing isn’t boring you.' I shrug off my coat and
take my notebook out of the rucksack. 'We’re up to where you experienced Papai’s
breakdown… but before I begin, I want you to know it ends well.' I catch Mamãe’s eye.
She raises her eyebrows, nods, and I start reading.
Samira phoned the prison secretary.
'Boa noite,' she said. 'My husband, Antônio Gimenes Silva, hasn’t come home. Can you
tell me if the guards were kept late this evening?'
'Mam, your husband was sent to the local asylum this afternoon.'
'What?' said Samira. 'Why was he sent there? What’s going on?'
'He displayed strange behaviour while dealing with a situation in the prison. We can’t
disclose more, but you can see him tomorrow at the asylum on Albino de Almeida Avenue.
They said they’d hold him overnight.'
'Oh, my God. Do you have their number?'
'No, Mam. And they were quite adamant that relatives should wait twenty-four hours
before making contact. You may as well just turn up there. They medicated him, so he was
calm on leaving the prison.'
Samira couldn’t form any more words, as each frail thought sank before she could speak
it.
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'Dona Silva, are you still on the line?'
I kicked the lining of your womb.
'Thank you,' said Samira, half-dropping the receiver.
That night she tossed in her bed and her sleep was dream-filled; Antônio was swallowed
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

by a blue whale. She wanted to find him, but a doctor in a long white coat advised her to give
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up, ‘… because the blue whale, bless its soul, is the largest animal on Earth and he’ll be long
gone.’
In another dream, she was in a bare white room and spilt a pot of hot chá mate all over
the pristine carpet. She was anxious there’d be none left for Antônio when the doctors
brought him to her. There was a knock at the door; she answered and two men entered
carrying Petri dishes, one with her miniature husband on its transparent slab, and the other
with her unborn baby. ‘But I’m almost at full-term,’ she said. ‘How can it be so small?’
At dawn, Samira performed her ablutions in a daze. She sat at her desk to write a letter
to her mother, but instead folded and refolded the paper. She couldn’t remember how to fold
it into the origami fox that Antônio had taught her. After lunch, she arrived at the asylum.
There were bars on the windows. A man in a grey uniform let her in and all she could say was
her husband’s name. He led her to a waiting room, then disappeared through a metal door and
returned with Antônio, who sat next to her. His clothes were disheveled and his hair stuck out
in knotted clumps. She pulled a comb from her handbag, but he turned his head. The man
gave her a paper bag full of medication.
'Sit down, chuchu,' she said when they were at home.
He obeyed. He’d been silent the whole journey back, half-limping from the bus stop.
'Are you sure you haven’t hurt your foot?'
He shook his head. Samira knelt at her husband’s feet, undid his shoe-laces and
removed his left shoe and sock. She held his heel in her lap, their first physical contact since
she collected him. He relaxed his foot and the sole rested on her belly.
'It doesn’t look swollen,' she said through tears.
His eyes on the floor, he moaned a reply too faint to be understood.
The afternoon seeped into evening and Samira got through dinner. Antônio moved his
beans around his plate without eating.
'Meu amor, have a few mouthfuls to line your stomach because you have to take this
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medication now.'
This time he didn’t comply, so she spoon-fed him the beans.
'What happened to him? I don’t remember why he didn’t feed himself,' says Mamãe, crossing

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

her arms.
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'Do you recall? It was because he was heavily medicated.'
'Do you recall? Too many of us will forget. Too many of us will forget. Too many of us
will forget-'
'Mamãe! Please calm down; it’s okay that you’ve forgotten.'
'Too many of us will forget,' she says, leans over and grabs my notebook.
'I told you this chapter ends well and I meant it,' I say.
'I trust you, filha. I can’t trust my own mind these days. Do keep reading.' She hands me
back the memoir, a faint smile on her lips.
'Are you sure you wouldn’t like a break? We could ask a nurse for a cup of tea?'
'I just want to hear the happy ending.'
'Okay, but have patience,' I say, opening the notebook.
Antônio’s mother stood over him in his armchair, while Samira fetched her handbag and shawl.
'Meu filho, I’m sorry this happened, but your wife is a good woman; she’ll take care of
you. And on Sunday you’ll come for lunch. You’ll be strong again in a São Paulo minute,' said
Dona Margarida.
Antônio sat listless in the chair, his mother’s arms wrapped around his neck. When
she’d gone he continued to stare, his expression empty. In the kitchen, making him a
camomile tea for bed, Samira heard him cry. She rushed back to his chair, perched on the
arm, and held his hand. His body shook as he sobbed. He squeezed her hand until it hurt,
leaving her palm sweaty. Nearby, the church bell tolled nine times.
'My love, what’s wrong?' said Samira in a lull between his sobs.
'I watched a man get tortured a few weeks ago,' he said at last.
Samira leaned down as best as she could to listen, holding the headrest to balance her
large belly. Her husband spoke in a whimper. 'And yesterday we tortured a woman, Maria, who
went to school with me. I didn’t switch on the generator, but…s he lost her baby – there was
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so much blood.'
'I’m sorry, meu bem. I knew that prison job was... You can’t go back there. We’ll think
of an excuse, but you must quit. Do you believe me now?'
'I’m as wicked as any of them.'
'No, you just didn’t see how evil they could be, that’s all.'
In bed that night, Samira fell asleep with Antônio holding her, as he used to when they
were newly-weds.

Chapter nine
Pacing the platform, I smell engine fumes and burning rubber as my train for London pulls into
the station. A sliver of moon hangs in the night. I sit in the carriage, my reflection in the
window. Dimpled cheeks remind me of Papai. My mind froze when we received his pendant in
the post two years ago. I can’t seem to use my gift to see where he is. I place my journal on
the table in front of me to write about him.
Antônio offered his wife the window seat on the coach.
'No, meu chuchu, I have to pee too often. It’s better that I sit near the aisle. And this
way I feel less claustrophobic with my huge tummy,' she said as they sat down.
The coach pulled away from the terminal and drove through the empty streets of
Salvador. At the edge of the city, it joined the coastal road through the expanse of Bahia’s
flat land. At first light, Antônio stared through the window at the caatinga shrubs growing up
through the dry earth. The red sun hovered above the sea. Samira took his hand and he turned
to face her. Neither of them spoke until the front wheel dipped into a pot-hole, interrupting
their gaze.
'We’re doing the right thing,' he said.
'São Paulo’s a new start for us,' she replied, smiling.
'I hope a crying baby won’t be hellish for Luisa and João.'
'You know how much your sister wanted to have a child. She’s told me that it would be
her pleasure to have their new-born niece in the house.'
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'Niece? Who’s to say we’re having a girl?' he said.
'You’re right, we don’t know… but it’s been in my mind since Mãe Stella said so,' she
replied.
His faith stronger since his resignation, Antônio didn’t question his mãe-de-santo’s
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words. 'A girl; I’m so happy!' he said, twisting round to hug his wife’s belly.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Inside Mamãe’s womb, I shared his joy.
'And São Paulo’s brimming with barzinhos and coffee shops, so we’re sure to open our
new café there!' he continued.
'I’m looking forward to our life too, amor,' said Samira. 'I couldn’t sleep with
excitement last night, so I’d better take a nap.'
She rested her head on his shoulder and he looked out of the driver’s window to find
that the caatinga had turned to lush mountains. To the east, the sea shimmered turquoise in
the morning sun. They’d left the State of Bahia and were in Espírito Santo, its pea-green
carpet punctuated with streams.
The coach stopped at a fishing village and a dozen passengers got on. It then took a
road inland for about two hours. At midday they stopped at a fuel station, the hideous
concrete building containing fast food vendors and shops selling plastic toys or souvenirs.
Antônio helped Samira down the steep coach steps, stretched his arms over his head
and touched his toes. The toilet on board had already broken so they headed first for the
washrooms, then to the snack bar, where they ate lukewarm salgados and drank syrupy sweet
tamarind juice. The brown liquid dribbled down Samira’s chin, which Antônio cleaned with his
handkerchief.
'Sorry, meu bem, being this pregnant is making me clumsy. I should have asked for a
straw.'
'I’ll get you one,' he said.
Through the open doorway, Antônio spotted military personnel laughing together, rifles
slung over their shoulders. He took the straw from a teenage boy, shivered and sat back down
with his wife. The café air was stuffy as the ceiling fan spun too slowly to reduce the heat.
'It’s time for us to get back on the coach,' he said, glancing at his watch.
They passed the gang of soldiers. Antônio gently pushed Samira up the steps and took
his seat. Below his window, street children raised bamboo canes with clothes pegs grasping
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doce de leite and amendoim sweets. He reached outside and dropped a few coins into the tin
that hung from the cane, leaving the candy for other customers.
As the driver pulled out of the station, a woman began to hum a familiar tune. Soon
Samira and others joined in with the words to the Catholic hymn. Antônio didn’t know the
song by heart, though he’d heard it many times on the radio, and it reminded him of a bossa
nova lullaby. He looked out the window at the changing landscape. Sloping hills were
mosaicked with Portuguese colonial villages, the mark of Minas Gerais. He fell asleep, soothed
by the afternoon sun and his wife’s singing.
On waking, his neck was stiff.
'Wow, it’s as if you fainted,' said Samira. 'It’s dusk already!'
'I think it’s the medication,' he replied. 'It makes me so drowsy.'
'The doctor said you could reduce it gradually once we’re settled.'
'If it’s okay with you, I think I’ll go back to sleep.'
'You’ll miss the evening stop. Don’t you want dinner?'
'No, I’m too tired. I’ll wait for breakfast,' he said, slipping into a doze.
His night was dappled with dreams. In each scene, shapes and colours would
metamorphose into his daughter. She took the form of an octopus, seahorse, starfish and then
a swallow-tailed humming bird that flew away.
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Chapter one
Twelve down. Bicycle race in which winner is awarded pink jersey. I smile and write Giro
d’Italia, filling the white squares on the page. The nib of my pencil breaks. A black smudge
deforms the final “a”. I try to rub it out, but the eraser on top of my pencil has been chewed.
I look at the mark, a cloud darkening the heart of my puzzle. I shake my head. Never mind. I
will go on.
Forty-five across. The horn, symbol of abundance in Greek-Roman mythology. Starts
with C. One, two… ten letters in total. I pause. I’m sure I know it. CE, CU, CA…
TAP, TAP, TAP
I look up, my pencil still tapping the page. My eyes meet the gaze of a man across the
waiting room, both of us sat in the blue chairs lining the walls. Above his head hangs a
diagram of the human lungs next to an ad for hand sanitiser. Everything about him is thin,
save his loose trousers and glassy, bulging eyes. I glance at my pencil. I stop tapping. If I had
to guess, I would say he is in his late-70s, but I might be wrong – he could be in his 60s like
me. I smile out of kindness, or maybe embarrassment. He hints a smile back, but I hope he
won’t speak, because already I know his words will carry sad news – I know it from the shade
of his skin, tinged with the same lemon hue as my father’s.
I don’t want to remember.
From along the corridor, there is a new sound. Footsteps approach, firm and straight –
it is the nurse. She re-enters the room and returns to her desk. She left not long after I gave
her my details. The man shifts his gaze to her. I grab the chance and turn towards the
window. The neon lights have tired my eyes.
The leaves of the trees have turned red, purple, orange and pink, a vivid patch that
stretches across the park under a thickly-clouded sky. It may start to rain. I brought my
umbrella, I think. The wind isn’t blowing anymore and most of the leaf-tips are looking down
at the ground. Suddenly I feel sad. Their rich tones take on new meanings. I think of the sap
that has stopped flowing through their veins. Soon they will fall, leaving the branches bare.
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TAP, TAP, TAP
The horn, symbol of abundance…
The first drops hit the glass. The leaves sag under the weight of the rain. A bird flaps its
wings before it takes off, maybe to a safer, warmer place. As I watch it fly away, I feel the
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urge to pray. I am surprised, but I let it come.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Hail Mary, full of grace,
the Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou among women,
and blessed is the fruit of thy womb—
There is laughter now, distracting me. A child’s voice. ‘Quiet, Mummy. I promise.’
When I turn I see a little girl and her mother sitting beside the yellow man. His head is now
bowed, his hands crossed on his lap as if also in prayer. A shiver runs through me. Did
somebody open a window?
The little girl wears her hair in plaits, long blonde things swinging to her shoulders. I
smile. I used to have it like that, back when I was at school. I didn’t know plaits were in vogue
again.
TAP, TAP, TAP
Wasn’t there a clue I was thinking of?
Time doesn’t fly in hospital. It is the exception to the rule. I check my watch; it is a
quarter past ten. My appointment was for nine thirty. I turn to the nurse at the desk, and I am
about to ask for an update when I see her lowering her eyes to the telephone. One of the
buttons flashes red. I lean forward to stretch my back. The pencil and magazine slide to the
floor. Quickly, I pick them up. The little girl smiles in my direction before opening her
schoolbag to take out a large sheet of paper and some felt-tip pens.
TAP, TAP, TAP
Why on earth was I praying to Our Lady?
The noise of the rain grows louder, like a roar from inside a stadium; like the day I
paced this same room, years ago. It was fear not boredom that filled me then, my father down
the corridor, passing passing passing away.
TAP, TAP, TAP
I must stop; must think of something else. The little bird. There was a bird, wasn’t
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there? I imagine it now, sheltered under the pergola of a nearby house. I check the window,
but I see nothing save a blurred watercolour sketch.
I return to the little girl. She is drawing something with a burgundy pen; the tips of her
plaits rest on the page. They look like bristles. Like brushes. I wonder what her name is and
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

why she is here. I look at her mother. Her face is relaxed as she turns the pages of her book.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

They must be fine. Both of them. A cold, maybe, or a jab. Perhaps, even, a baby.
The girl puts down her pen and I make out a boat floating on a plum sea, an unusual
colour for water. I watch her take out one of her elastic hair ties and, with both hands, twist
the three lengths over each other before fixing them tight. I was quick like her once – my
mother stopped helping me when I was eight or nine. I didn’t even need to look in the mirror.
But of course, we couldn’t buy hair ties in the shops back then, so we used the ribbons my
mother got from cutting old clothes, or the thin strings used to knot papers together.
I was seventeen and it was a morning like today. After rummaging in my mother’s
drawers I decided to search my father’s cabinet. There were neither strings nor laces, though
underneath one of his cycling shirts there was something else; a sketch. I didn’t recognise it so
I took it out. It showed a man leaning against the railings around a lake, and some mountains
in the background, big mountains I had never seen. The more I stared, the more the man in
front of the lake began to resemble my father, tall and thin, wearing a moustache and flat
cap. ‘Dad,’ I called. ‘Who made this…’
‘Miss Setti?’
I stop. I never finished my question.
‘Miss Setti?’
I look up.
The nurse stands before me. ‘Miss Setti, the doctor will see you now.’
I nod and flash a glance to the girl. She is colouring again, more red on the sea. I stand
up too, slowly.
Without a sound, I am gone.
Dr Paoli sits at his desk, noting my details one at a time. Lina Setti. His hand is steady, his
writing round and clean like a schoolboy’s. Born Bologna, 13 May 1930. It looks so different
from the doctors’ handwriting I have seen elsewhere. Female. This means I will be able to
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decipher his prescription.
If I need a prescription.
He lifts his head and adjusts his square-rimmed glasses. Behind the lenses his green
eyes blink before he asks if I have children.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

I shake my head. He ticks a small box.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

He looks at me. ‘So, Miss Setti, what kind of problems have you been experiencing
recently?’
I hesitate, wondering where to start. ‘Well, I’ve had some strange sensations in my
head for the past two, three months; unusual episodes – I can’t think what they could be.’
I pause. I want to be as clear as possible.
‘Sometimes.’ I fold my hands into my lap. ‘I find myself groping for something in a
drawer without actually knowing what I’m looking for. And of course, I feel confused then and
look around for some clue.’ I try to focus on the eyes fixed behind those glasses. ‘But it’s all
foggy, you know? Like the first moments you wake up.’
‘Do you remember, eventually, what you were searching for?’
‘Well… most of the time, yes. Once it was my scarf, another time my whisk.’ It also
happened with my new bra, but I keep that to myself.
He leans over his desk and writes a couple of sentences. I wonder what he is wondering.
But it would seem impatient to ask, so I shush my curiosity, until he enquires whether I suffer
from headaches; severe migraine attacks.
‘Occasionally. But I wouldn’t describe them as severe.’
The sheet of paper rustles under the point of his biro. I watch the black ink run along
the lines, word after word, letters reaching for the bottom of the page.
TAP, TAP, TAP
TAP, TAP, TAP
When did it start raining?
And if he wants to know about headaches, maybe I should tell him that I am having one
now, a strange weight drumming against my temples like a pencil on a puzzle.
TAP, TAP, TAP
‘Is everything OK, Miss Setti?’
I notice he has a new page in front of him – white, his black pen poised above, a vanilla
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pod floating on milk.
I nod. ‘It’s just this weather.’
‘Are there any further episodes you’d like to tell me about?’
‘The park,’ I say. ‘It’s there I started to get worried.’
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

He frowns as I tell him how I took the wrong exit one day and continued to walk until I
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turned off, convinced it was my street. ‘Only, when I reached the end I realised it wasn’t. I’d
lost my bearings.’ I recall how dizzy I felt; how I had to sit on a bench and breathe deeply
before finally I was able to stand and retrace my steps.
‘Is it a park you know well?’
‘I go every week. I take photos of birds with my Polaroid. It’s one of my hobbies, you
know? It’s curious how some of them always remain, while others leave and then return. Some
never come, though…’ I stop. I realise I’m wittering.
‘When did this episode happen?’
He has already written half a page.
‘Doctor,’ I say, ignoring the question. ‘I’m afraid I have a brain cancer.’
He looks at me, a little surprised, though his voice is suddenly firm. ‘I would like to
carry out some tests, if you don’t mind. Just simple exercises – nothing to worry about.’
Soon I find myself standing in the middle of his office with my arms spread wide. Dr
Paoli tells me to close my eyes. I walk towards the sound of his voice, like a bird stretching its
wings, until he stops me. I open my eyes. He is younger than I thought.
Back at his desk, he takes the Yellow Pages from the drawer and asks me to repeat a
couple of phone numbers after him. I feel like a pupil being tested; like when I used to
surprise my schoolchildren with little geography quizzes.
Next he asks me if I make cakes. It is a strange request – I barely know him yet – but he
hands me pen and paper and tells me to write the recipe for my favourite. I think of
Grandmother’s Cake. I tell him my friends, Silvia and Rita, are gluttons for it. He smiles. I
begin. 100 grams of butter. 150 grams of pine nuts. 5 eggs. 400 grams of sugar. I stop and
draw a line over the amount. It seems too much. Too sweet. I concentrate, trying to recall the
exact quantity. It must be two and something.
I wish he had asked me to write the Hail Mary. I can remember that word for word.
‘OK we’ve finished,’ Dr Paoli says suddenly. ‘Thank you for your cooperation. I’ll book
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you in for a scan and then we will see each other after that.’ He gives a sort of smile.
CT SCAN NEEDED it read at the end of his examination, all the letters in capitals. I think
that makes me more anxious than the words themselves.
And as I leave I wonder if Dr Paoli likes Grandmother’s Cake; if he has a wife who bakes

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

for him. I wonder if he ever prays.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Days later and I am back. And cold. The thick sweater I put on this morning doesn’t help, nor
did walking back and forth along the corridor, trying to ignore the smell. The nurse told me
they would call me soon, but then she left her desk and took the lift. I glance at my watch; it
is almost ten thirty.
I breathe into my hands, cupped like a bowl. The air has fogged the window, a shadow
before my face. As I wipe the glass with my sleeve I spot a cat in the park. I squint my eyes
and suddenly I realise it is stalking a bird.
Shoo, shoo, shoo.
TAP, TAP, TAP
My knuckles have no effect. The little bird does not fly away.
TAP, TAP, TAP
It is too scared, I realise, growing frantic.
TAP, TAP, TAP
Or maybe it is wounded.
Shoo, shoo, s—
There is a metallic clunk from the end of the hall. The doors of the lift slide open then
close. It must be the nurse and the doctor, finally here. I turn. But it is him again, the old man
from the other day, taking a blue chair with a steaming cup in his hand. His skin creases like
flimsy paper. He might have been called back for further tests, or to get his results like me. I
feel sorry for not talking to him before, even as I pretend not to notice his lips now curved
into a smile.
I look away. Where is the sparrow?
I see the cat rolling on its back.
I blink and tears wet my face. I smear them with the damp of my sleeve.
I thought the results would be here by now. It was only meant to be a precautionary
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examination. So why is it taking so long? Has something gone wrong? Did I, somehow, fail?
I hear the old man’s cup bounce into the bin; the leather of his jacket squeak like a
tyre.
Outside, the half-naked trees shake in the wind, Autumn rushing towards Winter as if
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

running out of time. I feel cold again – what is it about this room? And suddenly it is twenty
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years ago and I am holding myself tight as I wait and pray and wait, all alone, until somebody
touches my shoulder, and I know at once it is the nurse with news of my father.
‘Miss Setti,’ she says.
I turn slowly.
‘Miss Setti.’
The wind howls and whistles through the gaps in the window frames.
‘Your father has asked to see you.’
‘My father?’ I say.
‘The doctor is ready to see you.’
And now we walk together towards Dr Paoli’s office, the nurse, myself and my past.
A roll of black and white images lies unfolded across Dr Paoli’s desk. They have the same
shape as my Polaroids, but look like they have been glued together. Underneath each one I
recognise his handwriting, but not the meaning of the numbers or words.
I try to be calm as he points at a couple of images and tells me the scan has revealed
plaques in my brain. I feel like the floor is moving, or maybe my chair is shaking.
‘It’s a cancer then?’
‘No, no it’s not.’
I exhale.
‘But I’m afraid the diagnosis is not good.’
I press my palms together. They feel moist even though I thought I was cold.
‘It is Alzheimer’s,’ he says. ‘Or at least, the early stages.’
I close my eyes and feel the warmth of his hand on top on mine. He wears a wedding
ring. The metal gives a chill.
‘It’s just the beginning,’ he says. ‘And there are specific treatments that can delay the
disease’s development. The most important thing for now is just to make sure you keep going
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with your life.’
Next he asks if I have brothers or sisters.
I open my eyes. Sisters? Why is he asking me that? What does he know?
‘I just wanted to check if there have been any other cases in your family.’
‘I am the only child.’ I look down at the pictures, the plaques darkening the heart of my
mind. I hear the wind still raging outside, pulling the world apart.
‘Miss Setti?’ he asks then, his last question of the day. He suddenly sounds as tired as I
feel. ‘Tell me, do you know what Alzheimer’s is?’
I shake my head, though my answer is yes. ‘Yes, it means the death of the mind.’ And I
stand up from my uncomfortable chair, though I realise I have nowhere in the world to go.
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Requiem for Business Girls
From the rasping record player
Sir John’s voice spins around
As she crumbles in her bedsit,
Lying cold in Camden Town.
Plaster swells the Artex ceiling
And brown sugar slicks her head,
Reading the names of musicians
Soon to be or lately dead.
Semen damps her filthy bed clothes,
Rivers track across her cheeks
Frank Ricotti’s on percussion
And she hasn’t slept in weeks.
Lays her loneliness in track marks
Takes her light relief in verse,
There are two paths from the business
That’s the rattle or the hearse.
Turning tricks in the crescent
For that brief and shallow rush,
Soaked in shame, raptly listening to
Betjeman’s Banana Blush!

Businessmen Return to Hampstead
Slack of tie & jaw
blocking all three doors
valises on disabled seats
Drawling
about Debbie’s tits
(she’s from accounting)
standing on my feet
&
though I may be northern
I don’t lack decorum
but city boys are bores
flashing
flaccid
winks that I ignore but
slap my arse and there’ll be
murder
on the number 24
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Lost and Found
Brown Teddy Bear taken
with bed linen
by chambermaids of
the Hotel Le Fort,
in Paris, near the Gare du Nord.
He’s six, and his mum, Sam,
is seven and very sad.
Jellycat bunny
found along a footpath
by the side of the library
in the South of Bath.
Looking very sorry
has the name Emily C
written on the label
above its knee.
Small hand-knitted
baby blanket (all in one colour)
lost opposite
Lakeside School
in Blackpool.
Long blue scarf
found on a bus
from Bath to Scarborough
on the first of May.
No tags,
handmade.
I’ve lost my wedding ring
in the Costa del Sol Inn.
Finder’s fee: 500 Reais
(No questions asked).
Thin silver moon bracelet
with name on the back
found at Liverpool Station
on the seventh of June.
My name is Roland Bonay Bonay
I have lost my passport
on the plane to Bombay.
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Last night I found a
blackberry in an Angel
black cab.
I have lost a small silver bag
with a memory card:
holiday images of Madrid
where my fiancé proposed.
Polaroid photo found in a shed:
girl on tricycle, cape on her back.
Background — pale
sun on a tropical beach.
She looks ahead.
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Translating Saudade
How can I tell you what saudade is?
Our dissonant tongues can’t feel
the metre of our own heartbeats.
Saudade is a noun, not a verb.
It can’t be conjugated or
translated into words.
Saudade is the presence of absence:
the toothbrush in the cup,
the photo kept in the book.
Saudade is like a bubble in the air,
a name written in the sand,
a dead star that shines still.
Saudade comes from the Portuguese,
who departed on journeys
to unknown seas.
But an ocean divides us,
I know you’ll never come back,
I will always feel saudade.
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